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SAINT CLOUD HOSPITAL
1406 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota
56301
A General Hospital
Sponsored by the Sisters of St. Benedict
St. Joseph, Minnesota
Independently Incorporated in 1962 as a Non-Profit Institution
Licensed by the State of Minnesota

Fully accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals
Nationally approved for training nurses, medical technologists, x-ray technicians and nurse anesthetists
Member of the American Hospital Association
Catholic Hospital Association
Minnesota Conference of Catholic Health Facilities
Minnesota Hospital Association
Minnesota Hospital Service Association

National Conference of Catholic Charities
St. Cloud Chamber of Commerce
Central Minnesota Planning Council for Health Facilities and
Services

North American Association of Alcoholism Programs
International Association of Rehabilitation Facilities
Affiliated with St. Cloud Area Vocational Technical School for training
practical nurses
Affiliated with University of North Dakota for training occupational

therapists
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In preparing to write my message for the
Annual Report I am reminded of the words of
Christ: "I have come that they may have life
and have it more abundantly." It seems to me
that these words have a very special siglificance
for every one who in any way is associated with
a health care facility or is engaged in serving
To nurture life, to heal and improve
the sick.
As Prioress of the
it is their chief concern.
Sisters of St. Benedict, the sponsoring body of
Saint Cloud Hospital, I am therefore happy to say
that in the course of this year the Sisters have
renewed their dedication to foster life and maintain and restore health. By so doing they are being true to their commitment to Christ:

Mother Henrita Osendorf
Chairman, Board of Trustees

Large crowds came to Jesus, bringing with
them the lame, the blind, de crippled, the
dumb, and many other sick people, whom they
placed at Jesus' feet; and He healed them.
The people were amazed as they saw the
dumb speaking, the crippled whole, the
lame walking, and the blind seeing; and
they praised the God of Israel. (Matt.15:
29-31)
In formulating their philosophy of the
health service apostolate, the Sisters have restated their original determination of bringing
to reality here and now Christ's mission of healing, saving and enhancing life.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Mother Henrita Osendorf, OSB
Dr. Edward LaFond
Sister Clyde Pavelski, OSB
Sister Mary Patrick Murray, OSB
Mr. Edward Zapp
Mother Richarda Peters, OSB
Mr. B. Howard Flanagan
Mr. Jerry Weyrens
Mr. Eldon Siehl
Sister Enid Smith, OSB
Mr. Gene Bakke
Sister Patrick Joseph Flynn, OSB
Dr. Everett J. Schmitz
Sister Luke Hoschette, OSB*
Sister Giovanni Bieniek, OSB*
Dr. Stanley Idzerda*
*Term began July 1, 1971

As a Catholic institution, Saint Cloud Hospital stands as a visible testimony of belief in
the dignity of human nature, respect and reverence for life and the Church's mission to extend
Christ's work of caring for life. The newly formulated Philosophy of Saint Cloud Hospital adopted by the Board of Trustees during the past year
sets this forth:
We respect the inherent dignity, rights
and worth of each individual patient, and
desire to manifest Christian concern for
the whole person. It is our privilege and
responsibility to protect and enhance life.
We believe that dying is a part of life and
that everyone has a right to live until
death. We regard education and research as
vital programs to promote professional excellence in the betterment of life and
health.
-1-

It is with this objective before them that the Board of Trustees is guiding the operation and development of the hospital, mindful that this era of
new approaches to health care and expanding opportunities of health education
demands firm and wise leadership.
Moved by the desire to help make man whole through high quality health
care in a Christian atmosphere where life is held sacred, the trustees have
The year has been filled with
devoted much time and energy to the hospital.
The membership of the board was increased by two:
demands and challenges.
Sister Patrick Joseph Flynn and Dr. Everett Schmitz. At the close of the year
three trustees who have served since the beginning of the restructured board
found it necessary to retire from the board: Sister Mary Patrick Murray, Sister Clyde Pavelski and Mr. B. Howard Flanagan. The board regretfully accepts
To them and to all the members I express sincere gratitheir resignations.
Their
tude for their investment of themselves in the service of the sick.
high-minded dedication and hours of service are a source of inspiration to
all who are concerned with the needs of their fellowmen.

1„tt_61/4_

Mother Henrita Osendorf, O.S.B.
Chairman of the Board of Trustees
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The fiscal year 1970-71, in retrospect was
another year of significant growth and improvement in patient care and services rendered at
Saint Cloud Hospital.
* A total of 15,964 adults and children and
1,789 newborn were cared for as inpatients,
together thehighest number in the history
of the hospital.

* The number of people treated on an outpatient and emergency basis increased by
almost 20%, to a total of 39,976.

Gene S. Bakke
Executive Vice President

* Added together, this means that there were
more than 55,000 people who sought and received care and treatment at Saint Cloud
Hospital from July 1,1970 through June 30,
1971 as compared to a total of 49,756 the
previous year.

But, of course, numbers dime do not tell the
full story of the hospital's effort to meet the
health needs of the community.

* A new rehabilitation center was opened in
November, 1970, offering much improved
physical facilities, equipment and additional professional personnel in physical
therapy, occupational therapy,
speech
therapy, activities of daily living, and
In
corrective and recreational therapy.
addition, closer ties have been developed
with other health care agencies in the
community such as public health nursing
and vocational counseling to provide for
more continuity and integration of all
care programs.

* A new Rehabilitation Nursirg Unit was opened in the Northwest Wing, providing a concentrated rehabilitation nursing care program designed to restore patients to a
life as productive and s at isfying as their
conditions will permit.

* An Extended Care Unit, also located in the new Northwest Wing, was added
where patients who have progressed beyond the acute stage of their illness may receive care appropriate to their condition at a lower cost than
in the acute sections of the hospital.

•

* In the process of planning and development over most of the past year,
a program for the treatment of Alcoholism and Chemical Addiction was established, the first of its kind in the Central Minnesota area.

* Remodeling of the first, second, third, fourth and seventh floors of the
original building continued throughout the year. The new Pediatric and
Adolescent Unit was opened in May as well as other new nursing units in
the north wing of the original building.

This by no means summarizes the total growth and improvement in hospital
services during the past year, but it does single out some significant and
visible areas where growth and improvement have taken place.
And while much has been and is being accomplished, much yet remains to
be done in the next year and in the years to come.
Bids for completion of the final phase of the master development program
prepared in 1964, which includes the expansion and remodeling of the dietary,
medical records, doctors' lounge, data processing and other service areas,
will be awarded this fall. When this project is completed, hopefully by January, 1973, the physical facilities of Saint Cloud Hospital will be totally
modern and up to date in every area.

•

Preparation of a master plan, presently being developed with the help of
W.I. Christopher and Associates, hospital consultants, will soon be completed,
providing a direction for the future and hopefully setting forth specific plans
by which Saint Cloud Hospital will be able to meet its obligation to provide
health care to the people of the area in the years immediately ahead.
Yes, the past year has been another year of significant growth and improvement in patient care and services at Saint Cloud Hospital.
It has been
so because of the dedication and leadership given by the Sisters of the Order
of St. Benedict who sponsor the operation of the hospital, the Board of Trustees, the Medical Staff, the management staff at all levels, and each employee
who contributes his talents and efforts.
It is an institution with which I am deeply grateful and proud to be
associated.

Gene S. Bakke
Executive Vice President

-4-
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By design this "Annual Report" will be brief
so as to correspond to my term as your Chief of
Staff. I appreciate the confidence of the Staff
in electing me to fill out the balance of Dr. J.
Zeleny's term. As you know, Dr. Zeleny was extremely effective in innovating and starting new
programs and ideas, some of which were our participation in the statewide Peer Review program
sponsored by the Minnesota Medical Association
and the investigation by the Program, Library,
Education and Research Committee and its subcommittee concerning the family practice residency
program projected by the University of Minnesota
Medical School.
Many other projects have been accomplished
and proved worthy. Among them are
Robert T. Petersen, M.D.
Chief of the Medical Staff

* the Alcoholism and Chemical Addiction Unit
* monthly clinical department meetings
* the community-wide disaster drill
* the weekly newssheet, "Rumble"
* the four-bed metabolic unit
* approval of tubal ligation at repeat
Cesarean section in lieu of hysterectomy
* the furnishing of name tags for physicians
* appointment of a committee for Medical Staff
bylaw revision
* nomination for Chiefs of Services by the
individual departments

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Dr. Joseph Zeleny
succeeded by
Dr. Robert Petersen
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

J. Weston Smith
Louis A. Loes
Henry M. Broker
Paul T. Moran
Clifford D. Stiles
Thomas G. Murn

* approval of the Education Committee's
recommendation that we participate in discussion of the Carnegie Report with the
University of Minnesota
* approval after a satisfactory trial of centralizing the IV. additive program in the
Pharmacy
We also studied but rejected tilproposal for
coverage of the Emergency Room on weekends by a
team of resident physicians from Minneapolis General Hospital.
The committees of the Medical Staff met regularly and frequently at length to carry out their
medicoadministrative functions including peer review for quality of care and utilization of hospital facilities. The weekly Friday Forum pro-

-5-

duced by the Medical Staff is an excellent addition to the opportunities for
education available at the hospital.
I appreciate the cooperation and the faithfulness of the members of the
Executive Committee and all physicians who were asked to do special jobs and
projects. Not once was I turned down by anybody. A special thanks also to
Gene Bakke, Mrs. Cissi Hanson, and Sister Mary Schneider without whose help
no Chief of Staff could function.

•

I congratulate Dr. J. Weston Smith on his assuming the responsibilities
of Chief of Staff and wish him Godspeed in his endeavor.

T
Robert T. Petersen, M.D.
Chief of the Medical Staff

•
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MEDICAL STAFF
June 30, 1971
Honorary Medical Staff
Dr. H. B. Clark

Active Medical Staff
-Dr.
-Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
-Dr.
Dr.
-Dr.
Dr.
_Dr.
"Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
,Dr.
Dr.
-Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
-Dr.
Dr.
-

C . W. Alden .
W. A. Autrey
J. J . Ballantine
B . R . Bancroft
J. C. Bauman
F . H . Baumgartner
J . C . Belshe
L. H . Bendix
P. R. Berger
J . B . Beuning
M. S. Bozanich
H . J. Brattensborg
C. F. Brigham
H . M . Broker
F . T. Brown
R. J. Cesnik
T. L. Cress
R . J. Cumming
T . H . Dedolph
C . S. Donaldson
E . H . Dziubinski
A. D . Espelien
L . M. Evans
J. B . Gaida

Associate
Dr. L. V.
Dr. N. M.
Dr. H. T.
Dr. J. A.
Dr. A. F.
Dr. J. B.
Dr. R. R.
Dr. H. E.

Medical Staff
Dahlquist
Gonzalez
Hobday
Iverson
Johnsen
Schrock
Stuber
Windschitl

-'Dr. G.
- Dr. P.
Dr. J.
Dr. D.
Dr. W.
Dr. D.
Dr. B.
Dr. J.
-L Dr. J.
Dr. J.
Dr. R.
Dr. S.
Dr. G.
Dr. E.
Dr. G.
Dr. L.
Dr. T.
Dr. J.
Dr. P.
R.
—Dr. T.
Dr. R.
-Dr. V.
Dr. J.
—

H . Goehrs

L. Halenbeck
T. Harbaugh
C. Heckman

•

H . Held
E . Jaeger
L . John
F. Kelly
H. Kelly
F . Kline
P. Koenig
H. Koop
K . Kvistberg
M . LaFond
L . Loeb
A . Loes
H . Luby
P. McNamara
T. Moran
H . Mueller
G. Murn
A. Murray
E . Neils
P . O'Keefe

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
—Dr.
Dr.
-Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
-- Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

--Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
--Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
-Dr.

Dr.

CourtesyMedical Staff
Dr. A. J. Barnett
Dr. L. M. Espeland
Dr. B. J. Hughes
Dr. R. N. Jones
Dr. L. H. Stahn

J. N. Olinger
R. T . Petersen
0. C . Phares
S. J. Raetz
W . H . Rice
W. B . Richards
D. A. Ritchie
R . A. Rovelstad
A . T . Rozycki
R. J . Salk
E. J . Schmitz
H . E. Sisk
R. A , Slanga
J. W . Smith
S. D . Sommers
C. D . Stiles
R . T. Thienes
C. B. Thuringer.
E . M. Van - Nostrand
L . A. Veranth
P . L. Warner
W. T. Wenner
L . H. Wittrock
J . H. Zeleny

Consulting Medical Staff
Dr. J. R. Allen
Dr. C . C. Baker
Dr. H . Berris
Dr. T . H. Davis
Dr. L . A. Farber
Dr. R . F. Galbraith
Dr. M . C. Hurr
Dr. J. M. McKelvey
Dr. P . M. Silverstein
Dr. R . C. Stoltz

Associate Dental Staff
Dr. G. F. Baumgartner
Dr. J. A. Muller

Active Dental Staff
Dr. K. L. Catton
Dr. T. H. Dedolph
Dr. J. F. Kline
Dr. J. H. Kropp
Dr. D. J. Mackinac
Dr. J. A. Muenzhuber
Dr. D. C. Pull
Dr. R. G. Schaefer
Dr. Arlen Simi

Consulting Dental Staff
Dr. J. M. Pike
Dr. J. B. Pike
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COMMITTEES

OF

THE

MEDICAL

STAFF

1 9 7 0 - 1 9 7 1
EXECUTIVE
Chief of Staff
Chief of Staff-Elect
Secretary

R.
J.
L.
H.
P.
C.
T.

T.
W.
A.
M.
T.
D.
G.

MEDICAL RECORD-UTILIZATION
J . W.
Chairman
W . B.
Chief of Anesthesia
T . G.
Chief of ER-OP
T.
Chief of EENT
T. H.
Chief of Medicine
J. A•
Chief of OB-GYN
Chief of Orthopedics D. E.
S.
Chief of Pathology
T. L.
Chief of Pediatrics
H. J .
Chief of Psychiatry
W. J.
Chief of Radiology
J.
Chief of Surgery
R. G
Chief of Dentistry
For UtilizationReview W. A.

.

JOINT CONFERENCE
J. H. Zeleny, M.D.
D. A. Ritchie, M.D.

Petersen, M.D.*
Smith, M.D.
Loes, M.D.
Broker, M.D.
Moran, M.D.
Stiles, M.D.
Murn, M.D.
Smith, M.D.
Rice, M.D.
Murn, M.D.
Wenner, M.D.
Luby, M.D.
Olinger, M.D.
Jaeger, M.D.
Bozanich, M.D.
Cress, M.D.
Brattensborg, M.D.
Held, M.D.
Schmitz, M.D.
Schaefer, D.D.S.
Autrey, M.D.

P. T. Moran, M.D.
J. W. Smith, M.D.

CREDENTIALS & ETHICAL PRACTICES
E. J. Schmitz, M.D.
L. A. Loes, M.D.*
P.
L. Halenbeck, M.D.
L.
Loeb,
M.D.
G.
S. D. Sommers, M.D.
EDUCATION AND PROGRAM
P. T. Moran, M.D.*
W. J. Held, M.D.
F. T. Brown, M.D.
R. A. Slanga, M.D.
G. L. Loeb, M.D.
J. J. Ballantine, M.D.

R.
D.
D.
J.
R.

REHABILITATION
J. H. Zeleny, M.D.*
P. T. Moran, M.D.

V. E. Neils, M.D.
P. L. Warner, M.D.

A.
A.
C.
P.
A.

Murray, M.D.
Ritchie, M.D.
Heckman, M.D.
McNamara, M.D.
Rovelstad. M.D.

ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG TREATMENT
H. J. Brattensborg, M.D.
P. L. Warner, M.D.*
H. E.Windschitl, M.D.
V. E. Neils, M.D.
*Chairman
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INFECTIONS
B. L. John, M.D.*
G. K. Kvistberg, M.D.
E. H. Dziubinski, M.D.
J. T. Harbaugh, M.D.
•D. M. Van Nostrand, M.D.
TISSUE
E. J. Schmitz, M.D.*
A. T. Rozycki, M.D.
L. H. Wittrock, M.D.
E. H. Dziubinski, M.D.
H. M. Broker, M.D.
J. C. Belshe, M.D.
M. S. Bozanich, M.D.
SURGICAL PRIVILEGES & ADVISORY
D . M. Van Nostrand, M.D.*
G. H. Goehrs, M.D.
E. M. LaFond, M.D.
A . T. Rozycki, M.D.
J. N. Olinger, M.D.
W. T. Wenner, M.D.
C. B. Thuringer, M.D.
J . B. Beuning, M.D.
B. R. Bancroft, M.D.

•

DISASTER
H. M. Broker, M.D.*
B. R. Bancroft, M.D.
A. D. Espelien, M.D.
J. B. Gaida, M.D.
D. C. Heckman, M.D.
W. J. Held, M.D.
D. E. Jaeger, M.D.
J. F. Kline, D.D.S.
O. C. Phares, M.D.

PHARMACY & THERAPEUTICS
C. D. Stiles, M.D.*
W. H. Rice, M.D.
T. L. Cress, M.D.
M. E. Murphy, M.D.
B. R. Bancroft, M.D.
PATIENT CARE
T. G. Murn, M.D.*
D. E. Jaeger, M.D.
A. D. Espelien, M.D.
T. H. Luby, M.D.

•

1970 - 1971

During the fiscal year 1970-1971 this department functioned effectively
with the following budgeted,positions: Director (Catholic Chaplain), Staff
Chaplain (Protestant) ,two part-time Staff Chaplains (Catholic) , Sister Visitor
Coordinator, Sacristan, Organist, Housekeeping - Aide. No increase in personnel
is anticipated for '71-'72.
Significant contributions were made by department members to the on-going
discussion of the problem "What makes a Catholic hospital Catholic?" as well
as the resultant updated philosophy of Saint Cloud Hospital.
In cooperation with the Continuing Education Department, this department
sponsored three programs involving the disciplines of Religion, Health and
Social Service. Topics treated were "Abortions and the Right to Life," "Dimensional Growth of People," and "Alcohol and Chemical Addiction." Noteworthy in
this regard is the fact that upwards of 1,100 area people attended the evening
seminar at Apollo High School. The Social Service Department of the hospital
and the Central Minnesota Mental Health Center were co-sponsors with this
department.
Inaugurated with the opening of the Northwest Wing was the practice of
having both Catholic and Protestant worship services in that area for Rehabilitation and Extended Care patients, eliminating the need to transport them to
the chapel for Sunday services. A full range of worship services is conducted
in the chapel.
The Protestant Chaplain is actively engaged in planning ald developing the
treatment program for Alcohol and Chemical Addiction.
With the assistance of the Systems Design Department a more effective and
efficient means of distributing Communion was developed. A survey was also
made to determine the needs of Protestant patients in regard to Sunday worship
services so that an appropriate response to their needs might be made.
Members of the department assisted other institutions aid service organizations of the community by active participation in their programs for a better
understanding of Religion and Health.
The chaplains hosted a series of breakfast meetings with area clergy and
enjoyed enlightening dialogue with the guests on such topics as "The Role of
a Catholic Institution as a Community Hospital," "Abortion" aid "Patient-Doctor
Relationship."

•

Significant among the instructional and educational activities of the
department are lectures and courses for students in all the schools of the
hospital and clinical pastoral education for Divinity students recognized and
accredited by St. John's University.

Recognizing that the hospital will grow in number of patients served and
treatment modalities offered, the main thrust of this department for fiscal
'71-'72 will be to maintain the same high standard of quality service to the
patient. We hope to accomplish this with the same personnel by means of continudhg education courses designed to enrich professional expertise aid produce
a more effective and efficient ministry, also by increased use of the group
process to meet a larger number of patients at the level of their need.

•

eve rend John H. McManus, 0.M.I.
Director, Department of Spiritual Care
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THE YEAR IN NUMBERS . • • •
•
•

Inpatient admissions, "acute"hospital
Admissions, Extended Care Unit
Births

1970
15,249

•

•

1,766

•

Physicians on Medical Staff
Dentists on Medical Staff
Employees, full- and part-time
Blood transfusions (bottles)
Blood bank procedures
Clinical laboratory tests
Tissue examinations
Total autopsies
Laboratory tests for other hospitals

• • •

Electroencephalograms
Electrocardiograms
X-ray examinations
Radiation therapy
Radioisotope scans
Surgical procedures in 0 R
•

•

•

•

.

Pharmacy prescriptions
Speech and hearing services (patients)

•

•

•

Meals served
Purchase orders issued
Value of supplies from storeroom
Pounds of linen processed
Units cleaned on discharge of patient
Average square footage of area cleaned

•

7,150
26,591

7,516
32,460

94
11

93
13

1,062

1,259

2,711
14,369
173,392
13,588
178
607

2,762
15,052
201,551
15,127
147
846

579
5,716

675
6,649

40,507
3,217
363

43,938
2,706
434

6,135

6,213

48,733

62,371

118,433

256,576

81

88

632,508

671,294

4,484
•$676,969

• 4,301
$786,096

1,535,310
22,436
344,039

1,660,855
22,033
400,485

56,100
56,968,000
65,068,820
303,070
23,481,200
2,384

None
111,336,000
126,405,000
145,387
44,073,198
4,851

1=11•411•IP

Emergency outpatients
Other outpatients

Physical therapy treatments

6,964

117,996
3,158
6,803

113,555

Patient days, "acute" hospital
Patient days in Extended Care Unit
Newborn Nursery days

• • •
•

•

Pounds of coal used
Cubic of feet of gas used by boilers • • •
Pounds of stem used
Gallons of oil used by boilers
Gallons of water used
Requests to maintenance for repairs

•

1971
15,815
149
1,789

•

r
°11\
1970 - 1971 *
I

General Hospital
Patients at midnight on June 30, 1970
Inpatient admissions, July 1, 1970 to June 30, 1971
Newborn
Total number of patients given care
Deaths
333
Inpatients discharged . . 17,254
Patients at midnight June 30, 19 71

302
15,815
.
1 789
17,906
,

•

17,587
319

48

Daily average number of inpatients discharged and deaths

110

Daily average number of outpatients
1969
Adults and Children
3:08,786
Patient days
298
Average daily census
89%
% of occupancy
Average stay
7.3 days
300 to 9/30/68
Bed complement
345 after 9/30/68

_Nemborn
Patient days
Average daily census
% of occupancy
Average stay
Bassinet complement

Outpatients
Emergency
Other

7,311
20
49%
4.0 days
45 to 9/30/68
40 after 9/30/68

1970
113,555
311
84%
7 .5 days
345 to 10131/69
380 after 10/31/E9

6,964
19
48%
3.9 days
40

7,150
26,591
33,741

6,287
25,207
31,494

II Extended Care Facility
Admissions to ECF
Patient days
Average daily census
% of occupancy
Average stay
Bed complement

1971
117,996
323
82%
7.4 days
380 to 11/30/70
405 after 11/30/70

6,803
19
48%
3.8 days
40

7,516
32,460
39,976

1971
149
3,158
14
56%
21 days
25

Combined highest census: 431 on March 30

-12-
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Service

Medicine
Surgery

Patients
4115
2308

Obstetrics
Delivered
Aborted
Not delivered

1791
193
286
770
Gynecology
430
Ophthalmology
1268
E.N.T.
998
Urology
1799
Orthopedics
56
Dermatology
808
Pediatrics
Communicable
53
255
Neurology
665
Psychiatry
6
Tuberculosis
Total excl. N.B. 15 801
Newborn

•

INPATIENTS
ON
DISCHARGED
July 1, 1970
June 30, 1971

ALL PATIENTS

Infections
% No.
No.
• 217
1
50
20

18.2%

27

1.5%

6790

31.2% 3336

19%

124311

7

.8%
.4%

1
2

32

13 1.6%
1 1.9%
8 3.1%
.2%
1
1 16.7%
311 2.0%

1.2%

32

0.187Q333

1.9%

19 71
554
1739
419 7
1608
1513
1809
919
1006
2456

1970
563
1929
3722
1517
1521
1724
864
910
2509

Male patients
Female patients

1971
722 7
10360

1970
7209
9 82 9

Patients from
St. Cloud
Other patients

7766
9821

742 7
9611

Catholic patients 10851
AMProtestant patients 6343
WOther patients
393

11157
5 820
61

2
14
30
40
50
60
65
70

1 100.0%
26 100 32.2%

3%
5%
4%
15%
11%
6%
28%
31%
25%
7%
9%
25%
69%
33%
21%

1 100.0%
2 • 2 67.0%

22

6637 3.7
425 2.2
702 2.5
4557 5.9
2073 4.8
3317 2.6
7653 7.7
22345 12.4
511 9.1
4128 5.1
348 6.6
2344 9.2
8388 12.6
28 4.7
117521 7.4

47
9
10
118
46
70
275
554
14
54
5
63
461
2
3309

.3%
.4%

1
3

2

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF PATIENTS
(excluding newborn)
0 2 14 30 40 50 60 65 70+

Autopsies Consultations Hosp. Avg.
%
Days Stay
% No.
No.
34179 8.3d.
21%
62 28.6% 851
32%
19 886 8.6
22 44.0% 730

2

1786
17587

Deaths
% P.O.
5.3%
1
2.3%
20

3
4

37.5%
50.0%

3 23.1%
1 100.0%
1 12.5%

1

4

27 104

3.8

1971
17254
Discharged alive
94
Deaths under 43 hr.
239
Deaths over 48 hr.

1970
16671
100
267

21

16

Stillborn

PATIENTS WITH CARCINOMA DISCHARGED

Service
Medicine
General Surgery
Gynecology

-13-

19 71
91
183
42

19 70
105
186
34.

Neurology
Orthopedics
Eye
Urology
E .N.T.
Pediatrics

4
103
6
6

1
3 .
4
124 •
12
6

Single blood
transfusions

187

184

6

•

DISCHARGED INPATIENTS UNDER 65
1970 - 1971

Autopsies Consultations Hosp. Avg.
Deaths
Days Stay,
%
% No.
No.
% P.O.
16400 6.7 d.
19%
463
1
26 49.1%
2.1%
12076 6.7
27%
493
9 60.0%
5
.8%

Infections
No.
Patients No.
Service
53
2467
Medicine
15
13
1795
Surgery
Obstetrics
2
1791
Delivered
193
Aborted
286
Not delivered
697
Gynecology
225
Ophthalmology
1212
E .N.T.
3
556
Urology
2
4
1398
Orthopedics
40
Dermatology
13
808
Pediatrics
1
50
Communicable
5
216
Neurology
602
Psychiatry
3
Tuberculosis
Tot. excl. N.B. 12339

14125

ALL PATIENTS

21

Service

Medicine
Surgery
Gynecology
Ophthalmology
E.N.T.
Urology
Orthopedics
Dermatology
Communicable
Neurology
Psychiatry
Tuberculosis

3462
Male
Female

16 39
1823

6790 3.8

3 23.1%
1 100.0%
1 20.0%

22

1.2%

1

0.15% 117

.8%

10

0.9%

27 1.5%

1.6%
2.0%
2.3%

St. Cloud
Other

11

76056 6.2

1 33.3%
1 50.0%

4 18.2%

48 41.0% 2291

216

6.2%

St. Cloud
Other
-14-

16%

82846

Catholic 9326
Protestant 4471
328
Other

6348
7777

INPATIENTS
1970 - 1971

Deaths
Infections
No.
Patients No.
9.8%
162
1648
1
7.2%
37
7
514
1.4%
1
73
205
56
1.1%
442
1.5%
400
3
16
2
7.7%
3
39
1.6%
1
63
25%
1
4

TOTAL

18%

.5%
.1%

9

DISCHARGED

44 46.3% 2264

1 100.0%
1 50.0%

.8%

5588
8537

Male
Female

4%
14%
8%
5%
27%
27%
20%
7 %.
10%
25%
69%
67%

6637 3.7
425 2.2
702 2.5
3694 5.3
818 3.6
3039 2.5
2946 5.3
15446 11.1
243 6.1
4128 5.1
327 6.5
1765 8.2
7394 12.3
16 5.3

2

95

21

1786

Newborn

.3%
.3%

3%
5%

47
9
10
95
17
56
152
383
8
54
5
54
416
2

OVER

65

Autopsies Consultations Hosp.
Days
%
No.
P.O. No.
17744
24%
388
36 22.2%
7838
46%
237
15 13 35.1%
863
32%
23
1 100.0%
1255
14%
29
278
25%
14
4707
28%
123
2 40.0%
6371
43%
171
50.0%
268
38%
6
16
579
23%
9
994
71%
45
17
1 100.0%
17
1418
2044

56

26.0%

1045

30%

Catholic
Protestant
Other

Avg.
Stay
10.8 d.
15.2
11.8
6.1
5.0
10.6
17.2
16.8
8.0
14.8
15.8
4.3

41430 12.0
2006
1391
65

•

•

1970 — 19 71

323 (82% of capacity)
19 (48% of capacity)

Average bed occupancy, adults and children
Average bed occupancy, newborn

These percentages are based on the hospital's adult
and pediatric bed capacity of 380 beds and 40 bas
sinets from July 1 to November 30, 1970, and 405 beds
and 40 bassinets from December 1, 1970 to June 30, 1971

74 days

Average stay, adults and children
General Surgery
8.6 days
Obstetrics, del'd
3.7 days
Obstetrics,not del'd 2.5 days
Obstetrics, aborted 2.2 days
Ophthalmology
4.8 days
Otorhinolaryngology 2.6 days
Communicable diseases 6.6 days
Pediatrics 5.1 days
(Children,medical)

Medicine
Gynecology
Urology
Orthopedics
Dermatology
Neurology
Psychiatry
Tuberculosis

8.3
5.9
7.7
12.4
9.1
9.2
12.6
4.7

days
days
days
days
days
days
days

days

Average stay, newborn

3 8 days

Ratio of all deaths to all discharges

1 97
31 27

Autopsy rate (104)

Postoperative death rate (within 10 days of surgery):
This is the number of deaths compared with all inpatients
who had surgery exclusive of observation cystoscopy and
procedures in the Emergency Room. (6029 patients, 27 deaths) 0.4%
None

Anesthesia deaths
Maternal deaths

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

....... • • . None

Ratio of instances of puerperal morbidity to total
number of patients delivered (1791 deliveries,
2 cases of puerperal morbidity

017

Cesarean sections: 75; ratio to total deliveries. • • • • .

4.2%

Ratio of deaths of newborn over 1,000 grams to all
newborn over 1,000 grams (1782 viable births,
15 deaths)

0 87
19 07

Consultation rate

-

15

-

51A442;_

1970 - 1971

Patient Charges
Room and care
Nursery and Delivery Room .
Operating Room
Central Service

1971
$ 5,759,448
437,772
687,587
539,758

Amount

1970
$5 ,037,947
358,378
672,204
463,650

Per cent
19 70
1971
53.57%
53.04%
3.81%
4.03%
7.15%
6.33%
4.93%
4.97%

Laboratories • • O
Radiology
Pharmacy
Anesthesia and Recovery Room

914,372
840,388
741,549
386,742

778,841
737,151
541,318
365,188

8.42%
7.74%
6.83%
3.567.

8.28%
7.84%
5.76%
3.88%

Physical Therapy
Inhalation Therapy
Emergency-Outpatient
Other . .

278,952
133,102
130,744
161,344

200,246
120,505
116,406
125,932

2.57%
1.23%
1.20%
1.49%

2.13%
1.28%
1.24%
1.34%

$11,011,758

$9,517,766

101.41%

101.21%

824,058
$10,187,673

728,153
$8,789,613

7.597.
93.82%

7.74%
93.47%

671,494
$10,859,167

613,876
$9 ,403,489

6.18%
100.00%

6.53%
100.00%

Operating Expenses
$ 4,212,889
Nursing Division
2,061,771
Professional Division . . • •
1,619,715
General Services Division
354,433
Fiscal Division
770,670
Personnel Division
1,250,000
Other

$3,663,921
1,730,343
1,404,379
352,194
606,562
1,060,027

38.80%
18.99%
14.92%
3.26%
7.10%
11.50%

38.96%
18.40%
14.93%
3.757,
6.45%
11.27%

$10,269,478

$8,817,426

94.57%

93.76%

589,689

$ 586,063

5.43%

6.237.

• • . •

Total
Less allowances to third
parties
Other, Income ..
TOTAL INCOME

.

.

• •

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES
NET INCOME FOR INVESTMENT IN
NEW SERVICES & EQUIPMENT

$

ASSETS
Patient Accounts Receivable
Inventories
Land, Buildings & Equipment . .
Building Projects under construction

19 71
$ 2,156,254
344,858
15,960,619
951,1 8

19 70
$1,849,578
312,022
8,381,898
3,726,637

/
John Seckinger, Controll
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1970 — 1971

(

19 70

1971

Anesthetics given in O.R., X-ray and
Emergency Rooth: General . . • •

4321

4362

Regional . . • •

1582

1628

5903

5990

1691

1648

30
1721

33
1681

251

234

11590

13684

131

109

Anesthetics given in Delivery Room:
General .
Regional

Anesthetics given for electroshock therapy
Inhalation therapy services:
IPPB treatments
Cardiopulmonary resuscitation

The Department of Anesthesiology activities during the past year
are essentially the same in quantity as the previous year with a small
increase in surgical and a slight decrease in obstetrical service.
A Staff change
Michael Espeland who
Armed Services. Mrs.
tion of Educational
Anesthesia.

that occurred was the short-term addition of Dr.
came in summer of 1970 and left in November for the
Judy Shorter, CRNA, was appointed to the new posiCoordinator for our nationally accredited. School of

The anesthesiologists meet regularly to discuss the work of the department and postoperative deaths are reviewed as they occur.
A new gas machine for the Delivery Room and an aquamatic K. Thermia
for the surgical unit were purchased. Each of these machines gives important assistance in our effort to continue to provide only high quality
anesthesia care for our patients.

William Rice, M.D.
Chief of Anesthesiology

•

Eileen Stafford, C .N.A.
Director of School of Anesthesia
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1970 - 1971

•

Fiscal 1970-71 saw a rather notable increase in the volume of work
done by the laboratory, as well as a number of additions, refinements,
and improvements in laboratory methodology.
After a considerable amount of preliminary work, a Lipid Profile
was established, including a Triglyceride procedure and a Cholesterol
procedure using a serum extract which gives a more accurate and true result for these lipid constituents of serum. This was accomplished by
the development for usein our laboratory of Lipoprotein Electrophoresis,
using Agarose Gel which enables a more easily determinable classification
of Lipoprotein abnormality types.
A completely new system of methods for enzyme determinations was
introduced and established in our laboratory. In this system enzyme activity is determined kinetically in the ultraviolet light range. This
provides a much more accurate, sensitive and reproducible determination
of enzymes. It has also allowed us to offer a wider variety of enzyme
tests.
Among the objectives we have considered most important is providing
physicians a service that is timely, convenient, and helpful. In this
area we have, during the past year, been able to offer our services to
doctors for use in their offices. As the fiscal year draws to a close,
we are in the final stages of readying a system of reporting laboratory
results using the hospital's computer. In this effort, we have had excellent cooperation and help from the Data Processing Department of the
hospital, and the system as worked out appears very promising. As the
new fiscal year gets under way, we hope to have the system operating and
in daily use.

•

Eleven Medical Technology students were trained in practical laboratory procedures during the year.. We have been gratified to find that
a fair number of our previous- graduates in Medical Technology are filling
positions in smaller hospitals in our Central Minnesota area.
We are planning a considerable amount of activity the area of improvement and addition of services for 1971-72. The most notable of the
additions planned for the coming year is the Automatic Clinical Analyzer,
which, we hope and expect, should be in readiness and operation in our
laboratory in October, 1971.
‘,
Milosh S. Bozanich, M.D.

Chief of Laboratories
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127,093*
CLINICAL LABORATORY
17,717
Acetone, urine
17,717
Albumin, urine
47
Basal metabolism. • • . •
12
Bile pigments
423
Blood loss
1
Etoh
36
Fat stain
19
Fat quantitative. . . .
1
Fertility analysis studies
1
FSH test
123
Gastric analysis
• • • 17,707
Glucose, urine. .
42
Max. breathing capacity .
17,848
Microscopic, urine. . .
856
Occult blood, stool . .
17,798
Occult blood, urine . .
17,818
PH, urine .
490
Pregnancy tests
15
Protein, total urine. • •
4
PSP
5
Porphyrins, urine . • •
1
Salicylates, urine. • . •
12
Semen analysis
17
Serotonin, qual.
17,724
Specific gravity, urine
73
Stone analysis
4
Trypsin
33
Tubeless Gastric (Diagnex)
414
Urinalysis special. • • •
3
Urobilinogen, stool • • •
8
Urobilinogen, urine • .
124
Vital capacity
*Includes 7 components of
routine urinalysis counted
individually.
SEROLOGY DEPARTMENT
Antistreptolysin 0 titer
Brucella
Cold Agglutinin
C-Reactive Protein. • • •
Heterophile titer . • • •
Paratyphoid A
Paratyphoid B
Proteus OX 19
R. A. Test
Serology special tests.
Typhoid A
Typhoid 0
VDRL

1,907
158
71
63
35
306
67
62
42
308
54
62
62
617
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HEMATOLOGY DEPARTMENT .
117,710
Capillary clotting . .
343
Cell indices, blood. .
45
Clot retraction. . • •
19
Differential •
18,207
Duke bleeding time . •
.338
Eosinophil, total. .
26
Erythrocyte count. . . 11,657
Fibrinogen, qual .. • •
40
Fragility, capillary
11
Hematocrit
22,954
Hemoglobin
24,150
L .E. clot smear. . .
206
Lee White Clotting time 1,241
Leukocyte count. . .
21,532
P T T
694
Platelets. • . 1,169
Pro thrombin time . . .. 9,656
Reticulocyte count . ". 329
Sedimentation rate . . 5,046
Sickle cell prep . .
1
Smear for normoblasts.
2
Special tests. . .
41
Thromboplastin generation 3
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT. .
44,715
Acetone, blood . . .
3
Alcohol, blood . • . •
2
Amniocentesis
,39
Amylase, blood . • . •
698
Barbiturates . . • • •
19
Bilirubin. . • .. . . . 1,752
Bromide ...
. • •
3
Bromsulfalein (BSP). .
241
Calcium, blood . . • •
'988
Calcium, urine . • • •
2
Carbon monoxide. • • •
3
Carotene
13
Ceph Chol. Flocculation
233
Chlorides, blood . . . 2,643
Chlorides, sweat . .
286
Cholesterol
2,448
Cholesterol esters .
1
CO2 combining power. . 2,421
Creatinine, blood. . .
412
Creatinine Phos-Kinase
86
Cryoglobulin
2
Electrophoresis,protein 200
Electrophoresis, hemoglobin 13
Etoh analysis
67
Glucose, blood • • . • 7,455
Glucose tolerance. . . 157

CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT
Glucose tolerance, 5 hr..
Icterus index
Iron, total
Iron binding capacity .
IV tolbutamide
LDH
Lipase
Lipid electrophoresis . • •
Lipids, total
Lithium
Magnesium
Methemoglobin
PCO2
PH, blood
Phosphatase, acid . . . . .
Phosphatase, alkaline . .
Phosphorus
Potassium, blood
Prostatic fraction
Protein, A/G ratio. .
. .
Protein bound iodine. . .
Protein total
Salicylate
Serum albumin
.
Sodium, blood .
Special chemistry tests .
Special procedures
Sulfa level
T3
Thymol turbidity
Thyroglobulin auto antibody
Thyroxin binding globulin .
Transaminase, SGO . • • •
Transaminase, SGP
Triglycerides
Urea nitrogen, blood. . .
Uric acid
Vitamin B12

coned.
27
7
168
99
•2
254
11
1
, 6
13
7
1
286
286
223
1,211
467
3,259
40
635
1,772
49
22
3
3,007
372
115
1
15
129
1
3
3,134
174
1,250
5,809
1,633
36

BACTERIOLOGY DEPARTMENT.
AFB stain
Anaerobic
Anus
Bacterial culture . .
Bacteiiology special.
Culture, E E S T
Culture, U W
Feces
Fungus culture
Fungus stain
Grath stain
India ink
Malarial smear
NIH smear
Ova and parasites . •
PKU
Sensitivities
Skin test
Special stains. • • •
T B culture
Virus study . . .
Wet mount

BLOOD BANK DEPARTMENT. .
17,814
ABO group
3,082
1,824
Blood, 500 cc.
Blood bank special. .
133
43
Blood bank misc.
904
Blood, packed cells . .
20
Blood, pediatric unit .
Crosshatch
7,512
237
Direct coombs
111
Donors. . .
.
18
Fibrinogen transfusions .
18
Indirect coombs
56
Phlebotomy
Plasma transfusion. • • •
14
Platelet conc. ser.
85
RH antibody titer . • •
114
RH type
3,332
RhoGam
311

147

TOTAL AUTOPSIES
Hospital deaths .
• •
ECF deaths
Emergency Room Deaths . . .
Coroner's autopsies, DOA.
Other DOA
Stillborn

104
1
2
35
1
4

SPINAL FLUID
Spinal fluid
Spinal fluid
Spinal fluid
Spinal fluid

226
25
3
41

PATHOLOGY DEPARTMENT . • • •
15,127
175
Bone marrow study . . . .
Cytology for malig. cells 7,442
Frozen section. . • • .
676
291
Special stains
Tissues: Gross only . .
2,179
4,364
Micro & gross.

295
cell count . .
colloidal gold
protein. . . .
serology . . .

15,174
221
598
50
. . 9,137
13
.
64
19
104
87
43
522
4
10
70
139
•
1,669
1,866
262
15
• •
253
17
11
.

Autopsy sections 2,984
21,958
Total sections
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RADIOISOTOPES
Blood Volume
Fertility studies
Radioisotopes
RI Ther., hypothyroidism.
Schilling initial test. .
Schilling intrinsic test.
T3
T4
T3 uptake
Thyroid uptake of 131 . • •

899
13
1
8
8
65
26
346
228
10
194

FOR OTHER HOSPITALS
Differential to pathologist
L.E. clot smear
Pap smears
Stone analysis
Tissue total
Gross
117
Microscopic.
257

ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS

Inpatients

1971
6,229

19 70
5,293

Outpatients

1971
420

1970
423

1971

1970

171

162

ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS
Inpatients

1971
504

1970
417

Outpatients

•
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846

3
4
464
1
374

19 70 - 19 1
In the course of the year the membership of the Dentail Department was
increased to twelve active or associate members and two consulting members.
Regular scheduled meetings were held and several requests were made of
the hospital after they were discussed by the dentists:
1. Give the oral hygiene kit to each inpatient directly instead
When a new supply of kits
of just placing it in his room.
is purchased, they should contain brushes with soft bristles.
2. Include the American Dental Association's pamphlet on children's dental health with the other literature that is dis
tributed during the hospital's course for expectant parents.
This is now being done.
3. Equip the Dental Unit in the O.R. so that it is completely
self contained and can be used anywhere in the hospital.
This request cleared the Executive Committee, all parts have
arrived and installation is in progress.
We also developed a "Standard Scheduling and Operating Room Procedure."
This is now in the hands of the Medical Staff Secretary for duplication and
distribution after it is approved by the Executive Committee.

At the last meeting of the year Dr. James Kline was elected Chief of
the Department of Dentistry for 1971-72. I know that everyone in the department will cooperate with him as they did with me. I enjoyed my year as
Chief of the department.

Richard G. Schaefer, D.D.S.
Chief, Department of Dentistry

•
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19 70 I- 19 71
Scheduled patients
Proctoscopy
Minor surgery
Neurology consults and EMG's
Orthopedic procedures . . . .

1969 - 1970
1997

1435
421
240
203

867
593
317
220
9141

Unscheduled patients

1970 - 1971
2299

10119

Medical

6146

4169
(1370 admitted)

Surgical

2995

3520
(615 admitted)

Orthopedic

Not classified
separately

Average per month
Number of times emergency call
list was used
Number of times call was urgent.
Day with most patients

2430
(687 admitted)

928

1035

779

833

64

71

Memorial Day,1970
65 patients

Labor Day, 1970
72 patients

Statistics for scheduled and unscheduled patients in the Emergency-Outpatient Department from 1970 to 1971 are listed above. They show approximately a 10% over-all increase in the number of patients seen in the OutpaThe cooperation of the Medical Staff on a rotating emertient Department.
The
gency call system for patients without physicians has been very good.
possibility of obtaining full-time weekend coverage by physicians other than
our own staff was explored during the past year. A group of physicians and
administrative staff met with several residents from Minneapolis General Hospital. After presentation to the Staff, the decision was made to defer plans
for any coverage.
The number of scheduled patients in the Emergency Room for procedures
such as proctoscopy, minor surgery, neurological consults, orthopedic procedures, and such surgical procedures as myringotomies and gastroscopies has increased over the past several months. This growth in utilization of the Emergency-Outpatient Department has made us aware of some problems of staffing
and increased training necessary for the personnel.
Because of the patient load and experience gained from several years'
use of the Emergency-Outpatient Department, meetirgs were held for myself, the
Emergency-Outpatient staff and other hospital nursing personnel. Beginnings
were made to solve certain problems that have arisen and decrease the

inconveniences that occur to the staff and patients. Plans at present are
to (1) Use the Medical Staff to train the departmental staff as qualified
assistants in certain specialized procedures;. (2) Consider the possibility
of using a centralized drug cart instead of the present method of having
drugs scattered through the various rooms and at the desk; (3) Set up kits
that cane be easily and quickly located for certain emergency or major
procedures.
Also considered was the possibility of the physicians developing certain routine preliminary preparations and treatments for immediate use by
the emergency personnel before a physician's arrival. The Anesthesia Department has offered help in improving the administration of intravenous
fluids in certain cases.
I wish to thank the Medical Staff for their general cooperation and
patience in the past year. I am sure that Dr. Belshe's leadership in the
next year will result in improvement of our service.

Thomas G. Murn, M.D.
Chief, Emergency-Outpatient Department

•
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1970 - 1971
The Department of Medicine has had an active and interesting year, participating not only in our own departmental activities but also in the new
units opened within the hospital in recent months.
We
unit as
begun a
the end

have revamped the Coronary Care Unit with new equipment, making this
modern and up to date as any within the State of Minnesota. We have
four-bed Metabolic Unit and plan to have this firmly established by
of the 19 71-19 72 fiscal year.

Members of the Department of Medicine are eager participants in the
weekly Forum programs, and our attendance ratio has been very good this year.
We sponsored ten programs, three of them dealing with addiction treatment
and use of alcohol and chemical addiction treatment units. In this vein a
MEDCOM study on depression was well received. We also sponsored two programs
dealing with the use of the Rehabilitation Unit; members of our department
were particularly interested in the film on the use of Levo-Dopa in rehabilitation of victims of Parkinsons disease.
A study, which will probably continue, was begun on the use of antibiotics in Saint Cloud Hospital, and we want to extend our thanks to the pharmacists, Medical Records and EDP personnel fcr their assistance.
As outgoing Chief of Medicine I am deeply grateful to members of the
department for their support this past year and am sure that they, as well
as I, will cooperate in every way possible with Dr. Ballantine in the year
1971 - 1972.

Tom H. Luby, M.D.
Chief of Medicine

Avp-11:14,4.7,1t
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1970 - 1971 t

The past year has been one of continued growth and expansion of services
by the Mental Health Unit as indicated by a review of the additions to the
treatment program available, and by a comparison of the statistics for our
first two full years of operation. Statistics reveal:
1969-1970

Total number of patients admitted
Number of female patients
Number of male patients
Total number of adolescent patients admitted .
(ages 13 - 18)
. • • •
Number of female patients
Number of male patients
Total number of patients 65 years and older . • •

561
349
212

319
170

119

61
63
56

37
24
67
18.2 days

Average length of stay

1970-1971

489

53
14.8 days

142

148

Number of patients given electroshock therapy .

40

30

Number of patients in Day-Night Care Program .

16

7

Total number of patients readmitted

Total number of patients admitted since the
opening of the Unit in September of 1968
Number of female patients
Number of male patients
Number of patients readmitted

1,419
903
516
321
15.7 days

Average length of stay

The percentage of readmissions to the Unit is significantly lower than
published national averages. The Mental Health Unit's percentage is
22.6% readmissions; averages published by other treatment facilities
range from 33 to 54%.

The inpatient staff on 2 West numbers thirty-one at the present time.
In August of 1970, Dale Kleinschmidt,MSW, psychiatric social worker, joined
the outpatient (Mental Health Center) staff. Mrs. Peggy Kruschke,a teachercoordinator supplied by the Special Education section of the St. Cloud Department of Education, began working on the Unit in September. In June of
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this year a volunteer program was started and at present five volunteers are
involved in Occupational and Recreational Therapy activities.
A valuable addition to patient care is the educational program for
school-age patients. Mrs.Kruschke serves as the -liaison between the patient,
the staff and the school and also provides direct services to the student.
During the months of September and May she worked with 27 school-age patients
and 7 adults. Inclusion of an academic program for the younger individual
has made it possible for these patients to remain on the Unit and in their
home community, rather than transfer to a State hospital where such a program would be available, and it has decreased -the number of early discharges
that resulted in readmission.
Another service now available is the Emergency Psychiatric 'Phone Service initiated in September, 1970. Sponsored and staffed jointly by the Mental Health Unit and the Mental Health Center, the phone-line provides coverage to all telephone subscribers in the four counties served by the Central
The special telephone with an outside line
Minnesota Mental Health Center.
(253-5555) is answered 24 hours a day,7 days a week by the staff on the MenTherapists at the Mental Health Center serve as back-up
tal Health Unit.
A log kept on incoming calls indicates that during the first
consultants.
ten months of operation the
Total number of calls received numbered
213
Calls from females
48
Calls from males
26
Callers who hung up
39
Wrong number calls
6
P rank calls OOOOOOO • • • •
Calls resulting in admission to Unit numbered
15
Calls from females . . . . . . .
Calls from males
Calls referred to back-up staff
Calls received from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. . .
• •
Calls received from 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.
Calls received from 7:00 p.m. Friday to
7:00 a.m. Monday

332

• .

20

. .
• .

17
170
162

.

99

The phone service is used not only by individuals needing someone to
talk with and counsel them, but also as a resource for other agencies and
services such as FISH, Mountain, clergymen, etc.
In April of this year we extended our services to the patient by beginning a group therapy program that includes the spouses of inpatients in therapy sessions. The married couples' discussions are held twice weekly for a
series of six sessions and involve a maximum of 5 couples per group. A new
series is started each month and Mental Health Unit and Spiritual Care. De-.
patment staff members participate in these groups.
The group therapy program has expanded greatly the past year to meet the
increased patient load. Group discussions have increased from four sessions
a week to as many as twenty-five a week when the Unit is occupied to capacity.
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More specialized groups are also offered, for example, Orientation Group for
new patients, Goal Group, Young Peoples' Group.
Other areas of change in patient care include the use of detailed intake
interview forms that allow nursing personnel to obtain medical, psychiatric
and social history information at the time the patient is admitted. A "Patient Questionnaire" is also in use--the newly admitted patient is encouraged
to record answers to such questions as: "Describe your present problem(s)",
"What do you think is the cause?" "How does the problem affect you?" It is
felt that such questions foster insight into present problems and encourage
the sharing of ideas, thoughts and feelings.
Another approach to the sharing of thoughts and feelings is the use of
special progress note charting on the part of the patient and staff. The patient is asked to write a progress note on himself each day, and on the same
form a staff member records a note as to how he sees the individual patient
progressing. Material recorded is then the subject of discussion by the two
parties involved.
One requirement of a Comprehensive Mental Health Program is the Inclusion
The Mental Health Unit has actively partici.of educational opportunities.
Films and tapes have been
pated in many and varied programs this past year.
shared with the entire Nursing Service Department staff, and a Christmas Open
House was held to update hospital employees on the program available. Approximately 600 employees toured the Unit and spent time with staff and patients
that day.
During January interim students from several colleges and universities
- spent time on independent study projects on the Unit. Spring quarter saw senior students from the St. Cloud School of Nursing working with us, and one
student (James Schwartz) spent the entire quarter on a special study program.
Plans for 1971-72 include the expansion of the Day Care Program-that will
be relocated at the Mental Health Center. In this regard four staff members
from the Mental. Health Unit spent a week working with the staff of the Metropolitan Mental Health Center in Minneapolis in their Day Care Program. Extension of the family therapy program is also anticipated during the next twelve
months, as well as the establishing and filling of the position of Program
Director for Mental Health Unit Inpatient Services.
/

c

(

"Henry J. Brattensborg;
Chief of Psychiatry
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1970 - 1971
1970

1969
1807

Mothers delivered
Spontaneous
Forceps
Breech or manual
Cesarean section

1378
294
63
72

Maternal deaths
Puerperal morbidity
Infection post C. Section . • • •

•••

. .

-2
__

1766

1789
1782
7

1761
5

1807
9
20 or 1.1%
11 or .6%

21 or 1.2%
16 or .9%.

22 or 1.2%
15 or .8%

10%
13
5

24%
16
4

18%
21
4

15

15
1

Autopsy rate
Stillbirths
Autopsies on stillbirths
Twin births
Triplet births

■■•■••■

WW1

902
908

960
819

3

1

1211
2# 10 oz.

11# 10 oz.
2# 3 oz.

Male infants discharged
Female infants discharged
Infections
Weight of largest baby that lived:
Weight of smallest baby that lived:

-2
1

1816

Total live births
Viable
Non-viable by weight
All newborn deaths
Deaths of babies over 1000 gm.

IIM•

1791
1373
281
62
75

1390
283
49
53
-3

•

1971
1775

14
SNP =MI

865
921
,1■10

111
21# 5 oz.

1970-71 was a year of moving upward and forward for the Department of Obstetrics
and Gynecology. We moved upward in that 4 West is now our temporary quarters for the
postpartum floor and forward in that the quality of obstetrical care has been improved.
We are now able to use judiciously the uterine isolation procedure on patients
having repeat Cesarean Section. This procedure has been needed for a long time and
finally is available at Saint Cloud Hospital.
During the year of 1970 we investigated and made arrangements for the probable
purchase of the Syntex Dop Tone Fetal Monitoring System. The machine is a Dop Tone
type Tr:ihich can also be connected to an oscilloscope .for continuous fetal monitoring.
It is portable and can be used in any room.
No great crisis occurred.
All-in-all it was a good year.
ward to the year 1971-72 being equally as satisfying.

We are looking for-

/le

9- John N. Olinger, A.D.
ef of Obstetrics-Gynecology
62y7i
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1970 — 1971
ARE WE SLIPPING? . • . •
OR HAVE WE CAUGHT UP? . • • •
Ophthalmology
Inpatients
Consultation rate

1970
497

1971
430

10%

11%

5.2 days

Average length of hospital stay .
Surgical procedures
Consultations given to
other clinical services
Otolaryngology
Inpatients

Increase or
(Decrease)
(67)
1%

(0.4 days)

4.8 days

499

464

(35)

88

83

(5)

19 70
1359

1971
1268

Increase or
(Decrease)
(91)

1%

Consultation rate

5%

6%

Average length of hospital stay

2.7 days

2.6 days

Surgical procedures

Consultations given to
other clinical services

(0.1 days)

1247

1151

(96)

114

99

(15)

•

FIVE YEARS OF CATARACT EXTRACTIONS
1969

1966
2

1967
4

1968

30 — 40

•1

2

2

1

1

40 — 50

6

4

3

5

5

50 — 60

14

22

22

24

33

60 — 70

42

45

55

66

59

70 — 80

61

77

91

95

74

80 — 90

29

34

41

43

43

1

5

4

1

1

Age of patient9
Under 30

90+

3

•

1970

4,er
W. T. Wenner, M.D.

Chief, Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology
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1970- y 1971
The Department of Orthopedic Surgery has completed its first full year
in the new facilities on 6 South. Unquestionably,viewed both statistically
and practically, these facilities have provided a more pleasant and efficient atmosphere for both patients and workers alike. These facilities,
with the more recently added Rehabilitation Department, along with the continued devoted effort of all personnel, allows ,us to providepersonal patient care efficiently.
The "inpatient" patient load increased from 1694 to 1799 with the average hospital stay approximately the same as last year (12.4 days). The
number of major operative procedures increased from 580 to 641. The infection rate was 1.1%. These statistics clearly demonstrate the increased
utilization of our facilities.
During the past year 11 in-service programs were presented by physicians of the department to personnel. These programs, dealing with basic
medical facts as they relate to orthopedics, help to prepare the personnel
to carry out their responsibilities in patient care.
These meetPeriodic Department staff physician meetings were held.
ings, which we see as obligatory in our Medical Staff structure, deal with
all facets of operation in the department, e.g.: Budgeting, equipment procurement, discussion of new treatment procedures and patient care review.
Review of inpatient care by chart review has been done this past year. This
A hip fracture study has been in effect
procedure will be continued.
years. By December, 1971, this 2-year survey of hip fractures in our hospital will be reviewed and any educational benefits passed on to the Medical
Staff.
A new treatment method, the femoral cast brace, was introduced this
past year for the early ambulatory treatment of appropriate femoral shaft
fractures. This technique has tremendous potential for expediting the care,
of appropriate femoral shaft fractures. It, along with the patellar tendon
bearing cast for early ambulatory treatment of tibial fractures, will, I'm
sure, enjoy increasing usage.
As we begin a new year in the Orthopedic Surgery Department, we will
be diligent in our efforts to provide the best possible patient care and
conthue to search for and recognize the good in new treatment measures that
are on the horizon.

‘

•

v

P7

Dwight E. Ja er, .D.
Chie of Ort opedics
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4/11/111,4,4,

.

Under 2
2 to 14
Days of
Average

years of age
years of age
care
length of stay

Clinical Classification
General Medicine
General Surgery
Gynecology
Orthopedics
Urology .
Dermatology
Eye
ENT
. .
Communicable • • • *
Neurology
• • •
Psychiatry

Li

1969
568
1,743
9,204
3.9 days

1970
563
1,929
10,437
4.2 days
836
292
3
157
105
7
129
874
23
49
17

817
302
2
127
106
9
119
748
19
56
6

1971
554
1,739
9,597
4.2 days
808
265
7
129
99
19
96
764
31
65
10

1970-71 was highlighted by the move to the new unit on 4 North on May 6,
The warmer, quieter atmosphere has 'been welcomed by patients, parents .
1971.
The carpeting and bright colors provide a much more homeand staff alike.
like atmosphere for everyone. The new ICU area provides for constant observaWe also have a lounge for parents for the
tion of our critical patients.
first time.

The number of patients 'decreased in 1970-71,partially due to an increase
in some ENT procedures now being done on an outpatient basis.
Many gifts have been donated to our unit in the past year including a
riding trucks, playpens, strollers, walkers, and
sleeper chair for
many toys, games and books.
With our new well-equipped unit and excellent nursing care,
ment of Pediatrics is unexcelled in Central Minnesota.

Thomas L. Cress, M.D.
Chief of Pediatrics
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1970 - 1971

t

(

1969-70

Radiograph
Exams
40,507

Fluoroscope
Exams
5,035

Radioisotope
Scans
363

Radiation
Therapy
3,217

Special
Procedures
287

1970-71

43,938

5,849

434

2 706

331

,

The Radiology Department has experienced overall increased activity during
the past year.
The Radiation Therapy Section experiences large fluctuations in workload.
Palliative as well as curative radiation therapy programs continue as before
in close cooperation with the regional medical centers. Cobalt 60 Therapy accounts for approximately 85% of all radiation therapy administered.
Radioisotope scanning again shows a substantial increase with brain scans
accounting for the bulk of the total number of scans performed. Acquisition
of a high output Technetium 99M generator has greatly facilitated prompt performance of the scanning procedures as they are requested.
Acquisition and installation of new radiographic equipment for the chest
unit, general radiography unit in the Emergency-Outpatient Department and for
the UroSurgery Unit has greatly facilitated and improved radiography in these
areas.
The School of Radiographic Technology will see 9 students complete their
training in'August of 1971. Currently there are 9 students in the freshman
class and 13 new students are anticipated to begin training this Fall. We welcome Mr.John Falconer as the new head of the School of Radiographic Technology.
The Technological staff was again well represented at professional meetings at national, state and district levels.

William J. Heid, M.D.
Chief of Radiology

X
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The Department of Surgery performed very well during 1970-71 as attested
by the high survival and low infection rates reported in the monthly statistical summaries.
The workload increased somewhat over the previous year as measured by
total number of operative procedures performed in ehe operating.rooms. 6,213
operations were done in the main O.R. In addition a considerable number of
minor procedures were done in the Emergency Room.
Because the procedures performed have steadily become more complex and
time consuming in recent years , a better method of measuring the work output
became necessary. Since September 1, 1970, this has been measured in hours of
available operating time utilized rather than in number of cases done. 3,591
hours of scheduled time were available during the nine months from September
1 to July 1. 6,181 3/4 hours, or 81.5% were utilized. In addition there were
Utilization ranged from 62.7%
821 1/2 hours of emergency surgery performed.
This latter figure is past the danger line of
in September to .95% in June.
'utilization, indicating need for an expanded OR force, additional operating
rooms and/or additional personnel shifts.
The cystoscopic room,not included in the above,was in use 738 1/2 hours,
or just under 50% of the available time.
The heavy work load naturally resulted in accelerated strain and wear on
equipment and instruments, much of which is no longer new or even young. As
a result steps are being taken to provide for some new and improved equipment.
Among items acquired are four Castle Daystar OR Lights, one of which has been
in use for some months, a hypothermia machine for. OR use, fiberoptic bronchoscopic and esophagoscopic equipment and a new fiberoptic light generator. A
full set of air-driven instruments is on order, and new operating tables are
being evaluated.
'

The air conditioning system has been greatly improved at considerable
cost. We surgeons thank the Board of-Trustees for the funds that made this
possible.
Members of the department evaluated a new polyglycolic absorbable suture
by clinical use and observation on well over 100 operative cases.This resulted in recommendation that the hospital purchase and stock an adequate supply
of this material.
A unique supply and chart cart designed by Mrs. Kray has been developed,
tested and enthusiastically accepted on 5 South.
The Department of Surgery sponsored nine Staff Forum programs during the
past year. Several well attended, periodic department meetings were held, at
which policies and procedures were evaluated and discussed, needs explored,
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and performance reviewed. At one of these, concerned primarily with securing
additional operating room personnel,the surgeons formally indicated a willingness to help in the training of OR personnel, and now look forward to the
development of a program which will formally utilize their knowledge and
experience.
The Surgical Privileges Committee has actively continued in studies of
better methods of judging surgical competence and ability. An improved surgical consent form has been devised.
The courtesy, cooperation, forbearance and understanding of Sister Mary
Ellen and her OR staff are gratefully acknowledged. A special thank you goes
to the staff of the PAR and the nursing staff of the surgical wards, without
whose efficient and dedicated service our fine record of the past year would
not be possible.

Everett J. Sc mitz, M.D.
Chief oft-Surgery

SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS PERFORMED IN THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1971
Total
1970 1971

Outpatients
1 971
1970
—.....-

Inpatien
1971
1970
In the O.R.

30
,......
7

16
1
1

2182
721
579
184
627
423
1059
273
6048

2
24
124
......
187

14
41
92
-165

125
955
3
1
140

148
1300

233
114

ORM Ma

mob ••■•

209
135
1
13
103

AM mow

MIM Ma

1
1225

7
1557

2034
General Surgery
669
Gynecology
654
Urology
Observation cystoscopy 161
578
Orthopedics
475
Ophthalmology
1123
Ear, nose throat
254
Obstetrics
5948
Total

--

am .1.B

.

2064
669
661
161
580
499
1247
254
6135

2198
722
580
184
641
464
1151
273
6213

358
1069.
3
18
234

357
1435
1
15
203

1

• MOMM/

In the Outpatient Department
General Surgery
Proctoscopy
Gynecology
Urology
Orthopedics

Ophthalmology
Ear,_nose, throat
Total

2
100

17
94
1
2
461

IMM OM&

41
502

3
1686

48,
2059

886

787

In the Nursery .
Circumcisions

•
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1970 - 1971

Nursing Service is nearing the end of renovation plans. All nursing units
are now located in completely remodeled areas. Final renovation of nursing
units will be completed in December and we will then have a total of 19 units
with 450 acute beds and 50 ECF.
Four units moved:
The past year has had many changes and challenges.
2 South to 2 North, 3 South to 4 West and 3 North, 4 West to 2 Northwest, and
4 South to 4 North. We opened a Rehabilitation nursing unit and an Extended
Care Facility. All this involved extensive planning and inservice training to
obtain a smooth move and prepared employees. Each area is very modern and up
to date but probably the most talked about area this year is our Pediatric Unit
which is carpeted, colorful and geared both to our "little patients" and the
adolescent.
Programs that were developed in preceding years were strengthened such as
our workshops, IV Certification, Inservice for all personnel and continuing development of our head nurses as managers of their nursing unit. Meetings with
Chiefs of Service and head nurses have continued and this has proved beneficial
in building Doctor-Nurse relationship and in turn better patient care. Both
the Head Nurses and Chiefs of Service have been involved with setting up budgets and in this way have become aware and involved with controlling hospital
costs. A system has been developed to evaluate the quality of patient care and
although we feel it is still in the infant stage, we can see this as a beneficial tool to help keep nursing care at a top level. We are working with the
Systems Design Department to further develop and upgrade staffing patterns and
patient care. At present two units are involved, and through this the staff
is coming up with creative ideas to deliver nursing care.
Two additional instructors were added to the Inservice Unit. Programs developed over the past years were strengthened and emphasis was placed on unit
inservice programs which has received good response. Involvement. of the Medical Staff has also increased and proved beneficial. Patient teaching programs
including Diabetic Classes and Ostomy Group are another area of expansion.
Next year the Inservice Unit will become part of the Continuing Education Department. We hope with this move to take clerical and technical functions out
of the hands of the Coordinator and Instructors and thus enable them to spend
more time developing Nursing Inservice programs.
This past year has seen the retirement of several of our employees: Mrs.
Rose Wenner, 21 years of service; Mrs. Eleanor Lampert, 2 years of service;and
Mrs. Estelle Rieder, 2 1/2 years of service.
00

We also celebrated 30 years of service with Ozzie Brixius and in August of
the coming fiscal year Mrs. Lidwina bray will retire after 23 years of service.
To these fellow employees we dedicate this report. They set the kind of example of devotion and service to our patients that we all hope to follow.

Some plans for the future are reorganization of the administrative staff
of the Nursing Service Department to include three Assistant Directors, a centralized staffing system, thus relieving the Head Nurse of another clerical
function, and further development of the program to evaluate quality care.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Sister Paul, the Supervisors, Head Nurses, Inservice and all the Nursing Service employees for the
help and support they have given me. The cooperation we have received from
other departments is also greatly appreciated, and we hope that in the following year we can meet on a regular basis and build unity so we can-better serve
our patients.
To all of you a big "Thank .You." The comments of our patients show that
you truly care. God bless you all.

911+1),
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Mrs. Connie Moline, R.N.
Director of Nursing Service

•
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The fiscal year 1970-71 was .very interesting and productive for the Rehabilitation Center at Saint Cloud Hospital. We made a very enjoyable transition from the small areas that we occupied previously to the new facility
where we can add new staff and programs.
Specifically the new programs are the amputee program in which we have
the prosthetist from the Winkley Company in Minneapolis come to St. Cloud
regularly once a month and On request. The amputee program is going well
and we are pleased with the progress our therapists are making working with
these people.
We have initiated staffings twice a week on all 2 and 3 Northwest patients, allowing one morning a week from 8 to 9 a.m. for each floor. The
various paramedical people are involved and we find it very beneficial for
The other type of staffing is held
the continuity of total patient care.
The
on an individual patient basis with the patient's physician present.
advantage derived from this type of staffing is that a program for the needs
of the patient and the doctor's goals for him can be set up immediately.
We are also in the process of establishing an Evaluation Center for the
Handicapped. The goal of this program is to evaluate and establish a followup program of therapy or other recommendations which would be of most benefit to these people. This program is only in the beginning stages, but we
hope to have a final evaluation done by early Fall of 1971.
We are attempting in our Rehabilitation Center to establish a program
that will meet the total needs of the patients. We have at this time the
services of the public health nurse who is sent to us by the Stearns County
Public Health Nursing Service two mornings a week to assist with continuity
The Division of
of care after the patient is discharged from the hospital.
They are
Vocational Rehabilitation services are available to the Center.
involved in job evaluation and finding and, in some cases, in contacting the
former employer of a newly handicapped patient to see if it is at all posbile for him to return to his regular line of work.
We wish to emphasize that rehabilitation is not fully contained in the
Northwest Wing. We are attempting to make the concept of rehabilitation
pervade the whole hospital, assisting wherever we can through the use of our
personnel for inservice programs, consultations, and being available to the
medical staff.
At this time we are servicing the Melrose Hospital with physical therapy for eight hours a week and are looking forward to starting a similar
program at Albany Hospital. Many of the other health facilities in the area
are asking the hospital to provide particular services to fit their needs.
We feel that working with these facilities in this way is an excellent way
of meeting the needs of neighboring communities as well as the hospital.
All in all,I feel that the Rehabilitation Center has had a very successful start and would encourage people who have ideas on the needs of the community and surrounding areas to contact the Center.
Earl E. Pedersen
Director of Rehabilitation
-39-
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The total number of patient visits in Occupational
Therapy for the 1970-71 fiscal year is 7796: 4900 in
the Mental Health Occupational Therapy Clinic, and 2855
in the Rehabilitation Clinic. The total number of treatment units is 9533.
The staff expanded from two part-time therapists in
the Mental Health Unit to four full-time therapists in
the Occupational Therapy Department: Two Registered Occupational Therapists in the Mental Health Unit Clinic
(effective July 1, 1971), one Registered Occupational
Therapist and one Certified Occupational Therapy Assistant to staff the new Rehabilitation Clinic which opened
in November.
The Occupational Therapy programs have expanded
from a Mental Health Unit program to include services
for the Rehabilitation Unit, General Medicine and Surgery, and Pediatrics. Splinting and Activity of Daily
Living Training is offered in the Rehabilitation Clinic.
A student internship program in Psychiatry has been
initiated in the Mental Health Unit O.T. Clinic. The
use of volunteers was started in the fourth quarter of
the year.

L
Jean Laudenbach, O.T.R.
Chief Occupational Therapist

ifi fie, (tit'

1970 (1971

Amputee rehabilitation • • •
Cerebral palsy training
CVA
Compression
Diathermy
Electrical stimulation
Evaluation
Exercise I and II
Exercise PRE
Exercise, Williams .

•

39
14
7,234
88
443

196
4
4,176
353
67

235
18
11,410
441
510

• 261
6
6,667
110
588

8,199
28,055
697
3
214

434
1,986
105
96
293

8,633
30,041
802
99
507

5,582
27,516
-124
698

982
3
345
9
482

1,306
7
308
1
........

2,288
10
653
10
482

1,166
._....
349
2
123

372
.......

458
15

830
15

739
6
54
-2,297
48,761

706
3
651

• • •

Gait training
Hot packs
Hubbard tank
Infra red
Intermittent traction
Massage
Muscle test
Paraffin bath
Powder board
Tilt table

417

1971
Total
56
197
800
3
1,068

1971
Out
26
197
94

1971
In
30

MODALITIES USED

. . . .

Ultra sound
Ultra sound series
Ultra violet
Wading pool
Whirlpool

M.=. alM

'

1970
Total
63
265
1,062

•

1,083

IIMM IP.

4=0 MM.
--

38
1,799
50,406

-1,426
11,965.

38
3,225
62,371

'

In November of 1970 dreams became reality for the Physical Therapy Department.
The department moved from the seventh floor into a new, air-conditioned, functional
area on the first floor of the Northwest Wing together with Occupational Therapy,
Speech Therapy, Public Health, Social Service and Vocational Rehabilitation.
There was also an increase in the department's professional staff. Now, seven
physical therapists, one physical therapist assistant, and eight physical therapy
supportive personnel are available to assist patients.
The new facility provides three large physical areas: A gymnasium, a hydrotherapy and a clinic covering an area of approximately 8,000 square feet.
The gymnasium provides opportunities for various types of exercise. It is equipped with a unique "tracked ceiling" for individual pulley arrangements. Equipment new to the department are a three-sectioned mat table, twenty-foot electric
parallel bars, weight table, two large mirrors for assisting patients in spatial
relationships and new electric high-low beds.
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A 250-gallon Hubbard body tank and 1,000-gallon wading tank were installed
in the hydrotherapy room together with dressing and locker room for outpatients.
The clinic area provides ten individual treatment rooms for patient care.
Heat, cold, and light modalities are applied here.

•

Two carpeted children treatment rooms equipped with adaptive equipment are
available to assist the handicapped child. One of the rooms provides a one-way
window for parents, students, and personnel to observe the children.
The Physical Therapy substation located on 6 South, the orthopedic floor,
is accessible to the orthopedic patient for gait training and exercise.
Hot pack rooms on first floor of the Northwest wing and on 6 South provide
hot packs to patients from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily, seven days a week.
The team approach of staffing patients with other disciplines such as Occupational Therapy, Speech Therapy, Nursing Service, and Social Service, etc.,
has been initiated and has proved valuable in providing for better communication and patient care.
This has been a growing and challenging year for the Physical Therapy Department.

Marion M. Becker, R.P.T.
Chief, Physical Therapy

•
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During the past fiscal year Recreational Therapy has expanded in the area
of staff and program. In addition to the well-established - activity program on
the Mental Health Unit, the new Rehabilitation Recreation Room is now being
used for Rehabilitation patients as well as for other patients referred to us
from the rest of the house. With the arrival of a Corrective/Recreational
Therapist in April, we have been able to provide remedial physical education
to meet the patients' needs as prescribed by a physician.
An activity program was also established on Pediatrics whereby the children have a definite time daily for structured, therapeutic play.
In order to serve more patients we have extended our activity day from
8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Social activities in the Recreation Room, ward bingo
parties and games, and current feature films shown in the new auditorium are
some of the nightly programs. The two therapists would have a difficult job
conductirg the many daily programs if it were not for the 21 volunteers trained
by our department to fill the gaps and enrich the program.
Along with the activity programs, the therapists have been involved in:
1. Presenting, together with the other members of the Rehabilitation
Team, three Rehabilitation Seminars to hospital personnel as well
as community agencies
2. Consulting with area nursing homes to establish activity programs
in the homes, developing activity programs for the new Alcohol
and Chemical Addiction Unit opening in July, and also developing
activity programs for the new Mental Health Center Day Hospital
opening in September.
A social program for former Mental Health Unit patients was established
last fall. The group of generally 60 former patients meets monthly to discuss
adjustment problems and successes and to plan programs of a social nature. The
group is growing and developing leadership and may eventually outgrow the
Mental Health Unit facilities.
Statistics: Two full time therapists
Twenty-one volunteers
7516 patient visits, Mental Health Unit
1916 patient visits, Rehabilitation Center
(started program in February)

Mary-Ellen West, Chief
Recreational Therapy Department
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In its second full year of service the Speech and Language Department
served 88 patients with assorted speech and language problems, the great majority of whom were aphasics resulting from cerebrovascular accidents. The
department moved to new and expanded facilities in the Rehabilitation Center
in November. One of the greatest assets of the new office is an observation
mirror between the office and therapy suite which allows parents, students,
and staff to observe therapy in order that they may carry through with the patient. As part of the team approach in the new wing, the speech pathologist
is involved in patient staffings, care conferences, and inservice training to
staff and the nursing school. The opening of the Rehabilitation Unit has increased the speech pathologist's caseload measurably.
The cooperative clinical program with the Speech Pathology Department of
St. Cloud State College is continuing. This allows graduate students an opportunity to have contact with clinical problems they would otherwise not see.
In February the department was recertified by the Professional Service. Board
of the American Board of Examiners in Speech Pathology of the American Speech
and Hearing Association.
The speech pathologist is a member of the newly organized child evaluation team which will attempt to diagnose and assist in medical-educational
planning for the child.
The Speech and Language Department is looking forward to increased patient contact as the Rehabilitation Unit expands to 50 beds. It will also be
serving several outlying hospitals and nursing homes in the near future.
Other plans involve development and participation in family counseling for
families of stroke patients and a pre-school group therapy program for
children.

Gerald A. Carlson, M.D.
Speech Pathologist
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The Accounting Department attained most of its objectives for the 197071 fiscal year and became involved in some unplarined activities, the major
one being the Albany Hospital management program.
Each department head mat with his
The budget system underwent change.
division head, the Controller, and the Director of Accounting to formulate
and review his budget requests. Prior to this meeting the department head
was encouraged to draw ideas and suggestions from the people in his department. The purpose of this change in the budget system was an attempt to draw
on the experience of all hospital personnel in the formulation of the budget.
Budget and Cost Finding were the topics of a National Seminar in which
the Director of Accounting participated.
Other activities during the year included the development with the Data
Processing Department of a department hourly report which is distributed to
the division heads each two-week pay period. The last three months of the
1970-71 fiscal year the Accounting Department was involved with Data Proces- sing in developing a computer report which will compare biweekly payroll
amounts with the amounts budgeted for the payroll period.
During the 1971-72 year the Accounting Department will add an accountant to its staff. The additional staff member will allow the department to
provide additional financial analysis and guidance, install a new system in
Albany, and relieve the Controller of some of his present routine accounting
duties. The involvement with Data Processing will continue during the coming
year as programs to computerize equipment accounting, preventive maintenance
and general ledger accounting are developed.

Ron Spanier
Director of Accounting

-
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Effective and satisfactory patient room assignments in the midst of continual change in the availability of beds seems to have been the greatest
challenge during the past ye far, a challenge that greatly affected patients,
physicians and nursing personnel. We're looking forward to the completion of
major remodeling projects in the nursing unit areas this coming year and sufficient, updated room accommodations for patients.
The Admissions Office Policy and Procedure Manual was completed, approved
by Administration and the Board of Trustees and made available to the Nursing

Service and Medical Staff offices. It has been a valuable aid in standardizing policies and procedures within our area. Job descriptions were updated
and job responsibilities for each of the various shifts of work were reviewed,
clarified and made available for admission personnel use.
A valuable part
Inservice training was continued throughout the year.
of this training was provided by Sister Mary Schneider, Medical Record Librarian, who offered a medical terminology course.
All but two of the Admission
Clerks were able to participate in the course.
During the coming year we will cont ime registeringall in- and outpatients
from our central admitting area. As the census increases, we will consider
registration of Emergency Room patients in that area. We will again evaluate
and search for an improved, efficient and simplified method of registration
for outpatients. There is also a need to study a method for communicating to
Admissions the availability of patient beds as they are vacated and cleaned.
Hopefully this can be accomplished and thus avoid delays in room readiness
and waiting time for patients upon their arrival.

S.

A wholehearted thank you to the nursing personnel, Emergency Outpatient
• Department.Staff, physicians, Auxiliary - and Candy Stripers and each department
in the hospital for their cooperation and assistance in helping us with the
coordination of patient admissions.
Although we received 15,964 inpatients
and 13,905 outpatients, we hope our care and concern were individual and
personal.

Sister Rita Budig, O.S.B.
Director of Admissions

•
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Business Office Personnel have
ices received by patients from all
as from the personnel working here,
tinue to give these services to the

the duty of collecting payment for servthe departments in the hospital as well
so that the Saint Cloud Hospital may conmany who come here.

During the fiscal year the Business Office collected $10,093,108.77
which is $173,000 over the budget. This was accomplished by increased efforts to collect from patients at time of discharge.
Mrs. Kathy Carrier and Laverne Feld were promoted to senior office cashiers during the past year; the office has 16 full-time and 2 part-time employees. We hold a meeting once a week to keep all employees informed about
new policies and procedures. This gives each employee in the office an opportunity to ask questions and to make suggestions.
During the past year several employees have taken refresher courses and
attended night school at Vocational.
A representative from the Business Office. is present at the refresher
questions they may have regarding Business
Office policies and procedures.
course for nurses to answer any

Our chief contact with the patients and their families in most instances
is at the time of discharge from the hospital. We can be of great service
to them by our courtesy in answering the many questions they have about their
bill and by filling out their insurance forms accurately so that they are
able to collect the benefits from their insurance companies. We work with
the Social Service Department regarding patients who may need County Assistance to pay their account. We notify in writing County Welfare Departments
of admissions of patients from their counties who we know are or who we expect may be eligible for financial assistance.
Although it is less satisfying to take than to give, we believe that
the Business Office can be of great service to our fellowmen by courteous,
efficient, and proper methods of collecting patients' accounts. This is our
goal. If we accomplish it, the Saint Cloud Hospital will be able to continue
to give service to mankind.

M

Wayne R. Lauermann
Business Office Manager

1
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1970 - 1971
Distilled water production in gallons
Parental solutions

2,947•
28,957

Items supplied:
Nursing units

18,624

Emergency Out-Patient Department

2,033
68,288

Operating Room

6,604

Obstetrics

642

PAR
Anesthesia Department

3,611

Inhalation Therapy Department

1,545
34

X-ray Department
Laboratory Department:
Miscellaneous
Glassware processing, hours
Housekeeping Department (bedside utensils) , .
Ethylene Oxide Gas Sterilizer Operation:
Total loads
Total running hours

378
2,288
23,391

561
1,683

The Central Service Department has been perfecting services we added
last year with improved record keeping, checking and evaluations. Our new.
equipment log book is complete in a sense, showing all Central Service equipment and some Nursing Service equipment. The log book gives us the inventory
number, location and how many of each we have. From this book we make up preventive maintenance cards. Other hospital equipment could be added to this
log book.
The Central Service Department has completely taken over cleaning all
The cleaning equipment has been moved to
laboratory department glassware.
Central Service.
A new Gas Sterilizer and Aerator have been ordered and should be inThe Gas Sterilizer will have a cycle of 21/2
stalled in September or October.
The big addition is the Gas
hours, one hour shorter than the present one.
Aerator which will remove residual ethylene oxide gas sterilant from materials two to three times faster following sterilization than by the 'open shelf"
method.

-48-
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The third Thermia Unit has been added to our inventory. This Thermia
Unit is kept in readiness in the Anesthesia Department for use in surgery.
The Pleur-Evac Underwater Seal Drainage System has been added to Central
Service equipment for dispensing and used with much success by our physicians.
We look forward to a scheduled, consistent supply distribution system
when 2, 3 and 4 South are opened. Central Service will then have three additional nursing units to service. We plan to accomplish this without employing additional help by changing some of the activities within Central Service.
Our foremost objective for the coming year is to update Central Service manuals and conduct monthly "inservices" on the manual, new supplies, equipment
and procedures with Nursing Service personnel.

Maynard Lommel, Supervisor
Central Service Department

1,1_41-tt
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During the first year of the newly formed department of Continuing Education, we have tried to concentrate on programs which would fulfill the
hospital's basic education needs and build a foundation for future programs.
Examples of programs started are:
1.

General Orientation for New Employees - A classroom presentation to all new employees on their first day on the job followed by their Department Head/Supervisor's presentation of
other materials during the following weeks as detailed on an

orientation checklist.
2.

General Orientation for New Medical Staff Members - Plans and
materials nearly finalized for implementation during the upcoming fiscal year of an orientation presentation (with hand•
out manuals) for all new Medical Staff members.

3. Job Instruction Training Course - A 10-hour course given to
most of the hospital's management staff on how to instruct
their employees.

Training Plan and Record Cards - Form developed for all employees, as part of their personnel files, on which is recorded attendance, information for all significant hospital, department inservice or outside education courses or programs.
Supervisory Management Course - An 18-hour course which we
adopted from the American Management Association's hospital
course for our in-hospital presentation to management staff.
To date, 10 management staff have completed the course consisting of planning, organizing, motivation, etc.
During the coming year the Nursing Inservice group will become part of
the Continuing Education Department and - will continue to be under the direction of Sally Grabuski,who will become Assistant Director in the department.
Also,an Audio-Visual Technician will join us and take responsibility for the
audio-visual equipment, such as recording with our television video tape recording equipment on which to date we have recorded some 25 hours of doctors'
lectures, Health Forums, inservice programs, etc., for educational playback
to hundreds of employees on all three working shifts. Our newly organized
department will have as its goal to provide a coordinated approach to education and training throughout the hospital.
OP

I would like to thank all for their help and cooperation during my first
year at the hospital in our beginning efforts to fulfill some of our education goals.

Ed Tschimperle
Director, Continuing Education
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Major efforts during the past fiscal year were the design and programming
of the following systems:
1. Inventory
2. Laboratory reporting
3. Payroll budget report
4. Student nurse billing

The inventory system has been installed and in operation since February 1,
This system involved a major effort for the storeroom personnel since
1971.
all stock had to be rearranged in new stock number order.
The Laboratory reporting system is presently in a hold status awaiting
approval by the Medical Staff.
The payroll budget report was installed at the end of the year in time
for fiscal 1971-72. This system was simply an automated method of budget accrual which replaced a manual accounting effort.
The student nurse billing system was installed in time for the 1970-1971
school year. Because of low volume this system was not an ideal computer application; however, the systems-programming effort was kept to a minimum by
modifying patient accounting programs.

7.17
Terence M. Heinen
Data Processing Manager

or
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THIS YEAR

.LAST YEAR

Total meals served
Daily average

671,294
1,839

632,508
1,732

Meals served to patients
Daily average
Modified diet percentage

331,880
•
909
34.2%

308,106
844
31.2%

Other meals served
Daily average

339,414
930

324,402
888

1,378

1,144

30,873

30,729'

Diet counseling
Ounces of formula prepared

•

Projects

The new format for patient menus was received enthusiastically by the
This form allows many patients on modified diets to make their
patients.
own selection. Clerks continue to assist those patients unable to complete
Patients' selections are electronically tabulated and
their own menus.
developed
to simplify food production forecasting.
forms are being
Adjustments in food preparation and service and arlditions to staff were
made to accommodate the increased patient census. Evaluation of tray line
positions and food supply resulted in a capability to serve 5.8 trays per
The work was checked by the System Design engineer who outlined
minute.
To
further changes needed to achieve 7 trays per minute after renovation.
speed trays to patient units during meal service, dietary personnel are removing the majority of food carts from food elevators on nursing units.
There has been no appreciable increase in time required to serve the higher
tray census.
Newer concepts in patient care are reflected in a wider range of activities in patient service, such as regularly scheduled picnics and supplies
for food preparation by patients in unit kitchens as a part of physical or
mental rehabilitation. In addition, dietitians are spending additional time
with nursing staff, therapists,and outpatient aides, teaching them selected
facets of normal nutrition and diet in disease to enable them to reinforce
the diet counseling given to patients.
Dietary continued to provide food and service for a large variety of
hospital-related meetings. While groups served were restricted to those involved with hospital functions, the increased services in hospital resulted
in additional .requests for food service. To offset this increase to a small
extent, catered food service was substituted for on-premise preparation for
the employee holiday buffet.
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Prices in the employee cafeteria were increased to correspond with current food and labor costs.
In March work was resumed on department renovation plans with completion
of details scheduled for July.
Education

Individual diet counseling to inpatients continued to be a major responsibility of the dietitians. Several new forms were developed in a continuing effort to simplify the written supplementary material that must accompany oral counseling.
Outpatient counseling has been facilitated by use of
the space in the Northwest Wing temporarily allotted to Dietary.
Group
teaching of diabetic inpatients also has been tested in this area.
An introduction to dietary services is presented as a part of the initial orientation for professional nursing staff members. In addition, dietary informatLm pertinent to patient care has been presented to nursing and
allied personnel in small group conferences.
Regular bimonthly inservice for dietary employees has stressed courtesy,
sensitivity to patient needs ,tray make up ,food preparation, modified diets,
sanitation, safety, and renovation planning.

•

A small start was made in developing illustrated teaching material for
employees having patient contact. Manuals were completed outlining the delivery of between-meal nourishments and menu interviewing.

Four dietary employees attended a 30-hour food service class sponsored •
by the Area Vocational High School.
Dietitians and supervisors from Saint
Cloud Hospital joined other area dietitians in teaching the course.
A program was initiated to provide 6 months of supervised work experience to complete the food service supervisor course taught at Alexandria
Vocational School. The first student began her work experience in the department in May.
Dietitians attended a number of professional workshops and meetings during the year.
Topics studied were diabetes, cardiovascular disease, renal
In addition dietitians
disease, clinical nutrition, and administration.
took part in state and district dietetic programs providing continuing education credit required for maintaining registration.

Staff
The department closed the year with 95 employees, 57 full time and 38
part time.
Julene
Three registered dietitians joined the staff during the year.
Betcher and Joann Hennek were assigned principally to patient service and
Ellen Hanson to administrative service.
Arthur Bates,Assistant Chef for ten years,died suddenly on February 19.

-53-

Future Plans
With renovation of the department scheduled for this coming year, the
major challenge will be to mairtain food service to patients.
Other food service will be temporarily discontinued as necessary, Employees will be invited to assist Dietary determine what type of outside
catered service will be preferred. Meetings at which food is served will
be scheduled outside the hospital.
Preliminary work on the revision of the Dietaiy Manual will be begun,
with completion planned to coincide with completion of renovation.
Some time will be spent on the development of teaching materials for
the various programs. Programmed learning materials for teaching patients
will be investigated.

Mrs. gdry Schoffman
Director of Dietetics

•
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In the past year the Employment Department ,has undergone face lifting. We
moved from our very cramped quarters to the first floor of the new Northwest
Wing. We now have a receptionist area and two interviewing rooms.
The following statistics indicate the volume of our activity from July 1,
1970 to June 30, 1971: 1452'applications received; 462 people hired. Of these,
95 were R.N.s, 49 L.P.N.s, 4 Medical Technologists, 4 X-ray Technicians, 9 Certified Lab Assistants, 3 Physical Therapists, 3 Dietitians, 1 Certified Occupational Therapy Assistant, 1 Social Worker, 1 Alcoholism-Chemical Addiction
Counselor, 1 Collections Manager, 1 Program Director and 1 Employment Manager.
With 1200 or more employees, considerable time is also spent in negotiating
transfers, promotions, and leaves of absence.
One administrative position was added to the staff, namely the Program
Director for the Alcoholism-Chemical Addiction Treatment Service. Staffing was
completed for the Alcoholism-Chemical Addiction Nursing Unit in time for their
opening date of July 12, 1971.
In October, our Northwest Rehabilitation Wing opened with two new nursing
units, namely the Rehabilitation Unit and the Extended Care Facility, employing 78 additional staff members.
126 Exit Interviews
The turnover in employment was approximately 27%.
Employment
Interviewer
and the
were conducted, summarized and reviewed by the
respective Division Director.
.

During the mid-winter months the hospital hosted 28 student interns from
the St. Cloud area. The students were here for a varying number of days or
weeks for training and observation in various departments. We are pleased and
encouraged to see the hospital utilized in this manner. The annual student
nurse recruitment party was held in the Recreation Room and was again a big
success.
Amid all of this activity, Mrs. Katherine Collman, Employment Manager,
resigned her position on June 26, 1971,and moved with her husband who accepted
an appointment with the Methodist Church in Appleton, Minnesota. Mrs. Pauline
Page is the new Employment Manager.

Mrs. Esther Merkling
Employment Interviewer

DEPARTMENTAL PERSONNEL, June 30, 1971, INCLUDING SISTERS
4 Chaplains . . . Executive Vice-President . . . 5 Doctors
5 Division Directors

Administrative Office
Admissions
Alcohol & Chemical Addiction
Anesthesia
Business Office
Central Service
Continuing Education
Dietary
Electronic Data Processing
Employment
Engineering & Maintenance
Fiscal Services
Housekeeping
Inhalation Therapy
Laboratory
Laundry
Medical Records
Medical Staff Office
Nursing Service
Occupational Therapy
PAR
Pharmacy
Physical Therapy
Print Shop
Public Relations & Communications
Purchasing
Recreational & Corrective Therapy
Rehabilitation
School of Nursing
Social Service
Spiritual Care
Surgery
Systems Design
Volunteers
Wages & Benefits
X-Ray
.

FULL
TIME

PART
TIME

FULL-TIME
EQUIVALENT

5
7
3
8
17
17
2
60
7.
3
21
5
52
2
26
14
16
1
359
3
4
8
19
1
5
8
2
2
19
3
6
20
1
1
5
19

3
9
0
2
2
5
0
39
2
0
0
0
20
3
12
10
5
0
318
1
7
1
2
0
11
1
0
0
15
0
2
13
0
1
0
18

6.8
11.9
3.0
9.4
17.8
21.0
2.0
84.1
8.5
3.0
21.0
5.0
67.8
3.9
31.4
19.7
18.7
1.0
486.9
3.8
6.3
8.5
20.8
1.0
11.9
8.5
2.0
2.0
13.5
3.0
7.5
26.0
1.0
1.4
5.0
22.5

1
5

0
0

1.0
5.0

757

502

973.6

.

OP

Executive Vice-President
Division Directors
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"An adequate medical record shall be maintained for every inpatient, outpatient or emergency patient" .is the first standard in the medical record service section of the ACCREDITATION MANUAL FOR HOSPITALS, and therein lies the
tale of the Medical Record Department. This "Annual Report for 1971" contains
ample evidence of change, progress and increased activity throughout the hospital. Much if not all of what happens elsewhere is reflected in some way in
record department activity. More patients means more records, of course, but
changes affect us more significantly. Just for example,when a nursing station
moves temporarily or permanently, the census procedure must be adapted. Since
the opening of the northwest wing there are many patient transfers. The Extended Care Facility requires statistics kept separate from those for the rest
Utilization review procedures have expanded greatly. The
of the hospital.
hospital's agreement with the Albany Hospital requires management services
there.
,

A major undertaking was the 20-week course in Anatomy and Medical Terminology offered by the Medical Record Department for its employees and others.
Thirty-three girls enrolled and thirty finished the course. Another major project is the SNOP tissue index for the laboratory. This was organized in late
spring so that recording could begin July 1, 1971. Charts were pulled and
statistics gathered throughout the year for medical care appraisal by the Medical Staff. The peer review sponsored by the Minnesota Medical Association was
detailed and lengthy. Reviews were done for the Friday Forums and departmental
meetings. A study on C.C.U. occupancy and another on hip fractures have been
"going" for more than a year.
We have been fortunate in maintaining the same Record Room staff through-

out the year.
Activity in the Medical Library

continues somewhat low key. The Friday

Forums stimulate research and the library is able to provde material or obtain
it from the University of Minnesota Biomedical Library. New books purchas e d
and indexed are SURGERY ANNUAL FOR 1970, 1970 YEARBOOK OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE ,
1970 YEARBOOK OF CANCER, CURRENT THERAPY FOR 1971. The library also gratefully acknowledges gifts of books from Dr. C. Donaldson and Mrs. Henry Reif.
Plans for the new library on seventh floor were finished and rebuilding
of the entire floor as a center for continuing education was started. It will
probably be ready for occupancy early in 1972. The library will have red carpeting and a beautiful view.
Plans for the new Medical Record Department are complete now and we hope
that construction will begin soon. The imminent survey by the J.C.A.H. may
lead to different procedures than we have now. We plan to move charts in the
Archives to provide more filing space, and to rewrite the procedure manual.
Other than that, it will be business as usual! More and more of it! All with
the purpose of getting an adequate record for every patient.

Sister Mary Sci?neider, O.S.B., R.R.L.
Chief Medical Record Librarian
-57-
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The 1970-1971 goals and objectives have, for the most part, been successfully accomplished. All of the items on the capital equipment budget have been
purchased--the UEBEL-FLARSHEIM Hydrajust cystoscopic table; the CASTLE/DAYSTAR
surgical lights with ORBITER for three more major rooms;- TILLING FIBEROPTIC
bronchoscopes and a BIRTCHER electrocauter7 plus other important but smaller
pieces of equipment. Surgical instruments costing in excess of $6,000 were
purchased to enhance an already large inventory.
Room utilization study shows that five major operating rooms are scheduled on an average of 80% to 85% of the available time, a very high utilization
figure. The emergency surgery hours continue to climb also--in the month of
June, 1971, alone, over 121 hours of emergency surgery were performed.
With such high occupancy, I appreciate the fact that the surgery staffing
has been adequate, turn-over negligible and the service rendered to patients
and surgeons "top drawer": Excellent inside Inservice Programs have been conducted almost once a week. A number of personnel have been able to attend outside programs. These programs and "conferences serve to sharpen skills and encourage the surgery staff to keep informed of things new as well as act as a
reminder of the valid principles of old.
Again, this year, nursing students from both the Diploma and L.P.N. Programs enjoyed their operating room clinical experiences in surgery. Nurses au
technicians from the surrounding smaller hospitals have used the surgery environment to upgrade their own skill and/or to learn new techniques and procedures.
A hearty "thank you" to all surgery personnel for their loyal commitment
and superb nursing care. My sincere appreciation and gratitude to my assistant, Barbara Plachecki, who tirelessly sought to improve nursing care and to
facilitate services in the operating rooms.

4

Jcve
ster Mary Elle Machtemes, O.S.B.
Operating Room Supervisor

•
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The following statistics document partial activities of the Pharmacy Department for the fiscal year:
INPATIENT PRESCRIPTIONS
Includes: Regular prescriptions
Oral narcotics
Injectable narcotics
Sedatives

255,076

1,500

OUTPATIENT PRESCRIPTIONS

It is the philosophy of this department to contribute to the prescribed
drug needs of our hospital patients. We are seeking methods that will better
involve the pharmacist in the health team. This led us to develop a centralized IV admixture program that assists in providing safety and economy in IV
drug administration. From July-October we spent much time developing procedures for a Pharmacy IV Admixture program. Our scope was to:

A. Complement our present IV therapy
B. Establish a centralized accountability for the use of
and charging for compounded IV fluids
C. Provide a control point of information concerning IV
fluids and medications
By working with the Pharmacy and Therapeutics C,mmittee, Executive Committee of the Medical Staff, 5 South and I.C.U. personnel, as well as other
Nursing Service and administrative personnel, we implemented a 6-month trial
project from January to June that has challenged us to meet the following objectives:
A. To maintain a department having an adequate understanding of the principles and techniques which IV therapy
demands
To
provide an additional check and control for greater
B.
patient safety by reducing medication errors
C. To keep accurate records of the types of fluid and medications given and of any reaction to either
D. To provide a central point of information about IV's
E. To shift the compounding duties from nursing units to
pharmacy guidance
F. To reduce waste and provide for consistently descriptive labels
As of June 29, the Pharmacy IV Admixture program was accepted. This program will be continued on 5 South and I.C.U. and will be implemented throughout the hospital within the year.
-

Lawrence F. Olson
Chief Pharmacist
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Major projects for this' department during the 1970-71 fiscal year include . the dedication program for the Northwest. Wing,publication of the monthly "Beacon Light" for employees and friends of the hospital,production of the
previous year's annual report for the community,and assisting with the Health
Forum series.
The department director also chaired a committee on the abortion issue,
provided liaison between the hospital and the Auxiliary during which time preliminary plans for the new Coffee Shop-Gift Shop were approved, completed a
Management Training Course and served on committees for National Hospital Week
observance, the annual hospital family picnic, Suggestion System, and United
Fund. He also served on the Disaster Committee and Safety Committee.
Also produced were special materials for the Alcohol and Chemical Addiction service, the Personnel Department Recruitment brochure and convention
booth, and revised edition of the Patient Handbook.
Mrs. Rita Johnson was appointed Communications Supervisor in the Communications Unit(Information Desk and Switchboard) which maintained a staff of 15
during the year.
The number of telephones in use rose to 809--252 in departments, 108 extensions, 383 in patient rooms, and 66 in the School of Nursing. A third operator position at the switchboard was installed and is in use during business hours.
The Information Desk continued to offer service from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
seven days a week.
Our sincere thanks and appreciation to those on the hospital team who
contributed so generously to the success of our programs during the past year.

Sam Wenstrom
Director of Public Relations
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The Purchasing Department completed two of the major goals that it
set out to accomplish during the fiscal year 1970-71. We have installed
a system whereby the storeroom personnel order, fill, deliver and store
the supplies for the Nursing Units. This gives us better control, eliminates hoarding by departments and cuts down on waste. We have also converted our supply inventory to Electrical Data Processing. This was a
large task, but with the help of the EDP Department and others we were
able to complete the job. We feel that we should begin to reap some real
benefits from it now that we have eliminated most of the problems.
Below are a few of the Purchasing Department statistics for 1970-71:
Purchase Orders Issued
Units of Supplies Issued
Dollar Amounts of Supplies Issued
Dollar Amount of Equipment Purchased
Units of Freight Received

4,301
215,551 (5 mos. only)
$786,096
$315,560
41,089

One of the goals the Purchasing Department plats to accomplish during
the 1971-72 fiscal year is contracts for all large dollar supplies used by
our hospital. This will assure us of the best possible price. We also
hope to develop and use our skill in system analysis or value analysis as
it is sometimes called.
We are looking forward to mdsting the department heads in gathering
information and important data needed to make sound decisions regarding
supplies and equipment.

Arthur J. Hoffarth
Purchasing Agent
O.
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CURRICULUM CHANGES
A. The following additions were made:
1. Twelve hours of instruction in Microbiology.
2. One hour per week of small group demonstration and discussion in Integrated Science.
3. A nine-week course in Rehabilitation Nursing (begun in March, 1971).
B. The follcwing courses were abbreviated from 12 weeks to 9 weeks:
Nursing, Nursing of Children and Psychiatric Nursing.

Maternity

ENROLLMENT

One student was graduated from the program on November 20,1970, and fortyseven on May 22, 1971. The attrition rate- for the graduating class is 25%
which is 7% less than last year.
As of July, 1971, there are 63 third-year students and 56 second year students enrolled in the program. This is an increase of nine over the enrollment
of last year at this time.
We anticipate 70 new enrollees in September, 1971.
Enrollment for the fall of 1971 was closed after November, 1970.
After this
time more than 100 applicants were referred to other schools.

In accord with the 1968 recommendations of the National League for Nursing
our school gives special consideration to the admission of men, people over 35
years of age, married persons, transfers from other basic nursing programs and
Licensed Practical Nurses. During the 1970-71 school year there were 17 men
enrolled; 5. students over 35 years of age, 18 married persons, 5 transfers from
other basic nursing programs and one licensed practical nurse.

FACULTY ADVANCEMENTS
Throughout the school year members of the faculty attended professional
meetings especially in areas pertaining to their designated responsibilities.
Among the more significant sessions are the following:
On September 17, 1970, Mrs. Jane T. Torrance and Mr. John Brugger from the
HEW Office in Bethesda, Maryland, held a consultation visit with the faculty
regarding our application for federal funds to expand our Multi-Media SelfInstruction Facilities. They informed us that our present proposal, while a
significant innovation in the teaching of nursing, was not the kind of program
being funded at present.

September 24-25, 1970
Sister Catherine Mosbrucker and Sister Christine Eckart attended the NLN-CDP
sponsored workshop on DEVELOPMENT OF COURSES IN RELATION TO THE OBJECTIVES OF
THE CURRICULUM.
October 3, 1970
Mrs. M. Yerkes attended the MNA-OR Minnesota Nurses Association Operating Room
Conference in Minneapolis.
October 14, 1970
Sister Mary Dominic Eickhoff attended the Minnesota Catholic Conference on
Health Care Facilities in Duluth.
October 19-21, 1970
Sister Mary Jude Meyer and Miss Teckla Karn attended the MNA Convention in
Rochester, Minnesota.
•

October 22, 1970
Diana Wagner attended the Diabetes Education CARE OF HOSPITALIZED ADULT DIABETIC conference in Minneapolis.
November 5-6, 1970
Mrs. Marilyn Anfenson attended the HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN workshop in
Toronto, Canada.
November 6, 1970
Miss Teckla Karn attended the 8th Cancer Conference for Nurses held in Minneapolis.
November 12-13, 1970
Sister Mary Jude Meyer and Mrs. Mary Bisenius attended the 3rd annual meeting
of the ASSEMBLY OF HOSPITAL SCHOOLS OF NURSING in Chicago.
December 4, 1970
Sister Mary Jude Meyer and Lenea Wheeler attended the EACT Conference on HELPING FACULTY MEET THE NEEDS OF STUDENTS WITH LEARNING PROBLEMS in Minneapolis.
December, 1970 - March, 1971
Dr. Tomine Tjelte served as consultant in the development of the new course in
INTEGRATED SCIENCE.
January 13, 1971
Joan Maguire attended the MINNESOTA CITIZENS CONCERNED FOR LIFE meeting in
St. Paul.
January 15, 1971
Mrs. vary Bisenius and Sister Christine Eckart visited with Dr. Carol Peterson, Multi-Media Project Director at St. Mary's Junior College in Minneapolis.
January 21, 1971
The Minnesota Board of Nursing Conference on UPWARD MOBILITY held in Minneapolis was attended by Sister Mary Dominic Eickhoff, Sister Catherine Mosbrucker,
Mrs. Elaine Davis, and Mrs. Judith Gilbert.
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January 24, 1971
Miss Diana Wagner and Miss Joan Maguire attended a symposium on HEART DISEASE
AND THE NURSE sponsored by the Minnesota Heart Association in Minneapolis.
January 27, 19 71
Mrs. Mary Bisenius and Sister Christine Eckart attended a workshop on the USE
OF EDUCATIONAL MEDIA IN TEACHING NURSING at the University of Iowa in ImICity.
February 18, 1971
Mrs. Phyllis Herranen attended a. one day meeting . on DIET IN CARDIOVASCULAR
DISEASE sponsored by the Northlands Regional Medical Program, Inc. and Central
Minnesota Dietetic Association.
May 9-12, 1971
Sister Mary Jude Meyer attended the National League for Nursing Convention in
Dallas, Texas.
May 14, 1971
The Minnesota Nurses Association Conference group on Maternal & Child Health
Nursing Conference on Abortion held in Minneapolis was attended by Sister Mary
Dominic Eickhoff and Mrs. Yvonne Franseen.

EQUIPMENT AND PHYSICAL IMPROVEMENTS
About 100 commercially available slide-tape self-instruction programs
were procured for use in the newly established Learning Center. These programs
deal with the following topics: Nursing procedures, nurse-patient relationship,
legal aspects of nursing and anatomy and physiology.
Demonstrable improvement in learning on the part of students took place
through the use of the audio-visual self-instruction materials.
The Learning Center facilities and materials were shared with the Practical Nurse program at the St. Cloud Area Vocational School, the Baccalaureate
Nursing program at the College of St. Benedict, and the Saint Cloud Hospital
Nursing Service.

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO STUDENTS - 1970-71
Number of
Students
62
Nursing Student Loan Program
25
Minnesota State Scholarships
45
Federal Nursing Scholarships
5
Grace Weiss Halenbeck Scholarships
4
Alumnae Scholarships
1
Alumnae Award
3
Minnesota Higher Education
Coordinating Commission

Total Amount
Granted
75J,600.00
12,250.00
29,530.00
1,000.00
400.00
100.00
2,400.00

•

RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE COLLEGE OF ST. BENEDICT NURSING PROGRAM
Several meetings called by Sister Paul Revier, Director of the Hospital's
Nursing Division, were held to discuss the cooperative relationships in the
use of the clinical facilities. of Saint Cloud Hospital for student experience.
.The following attended these sessions: Sister Paul Revier, Chairman; Dr. Tomine Tjelta, Sister Mary Jude Meyer, Mrs. Evelyn MacDonald, Mrs. Constance
Moline, Mrs. Lena Hagen and Mrs. Sally Grabuski.

STUDENT ORGANIZATION
The student committees were reorganized to delete the Judiciary Committee.
The active committees for Academic Evaluation, Religious Activities, Residence,
Day Students, and Recreation will each take care of whatever disciplinary matters come within their scope of responsibility.

SUPPORT PERSONNEL CHANGES

The positions of Bookkeeper and Secretary were changed to Director's Secretary & Bookkeeper, and Faculty Secretary & Residence Receptionist from 7:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. One full time Residence Receptionist position was eliminated.

USE OF THE DORMITORY BY STUDENTS FROM OTHER PROGRAMS
Students from the following programs receiving instruction in Psychiatric
Nursing at the Saint Cloud Veterans Administration Hospital used the residence:
1. Practical Nursing Students from Brainerd Junior College from October
through May on a four-week rotating basis in groups numbering up to
eight.
2. Forty-seven Associate Degree Nursing Students from Dickinson State
College were here for eight weeks during June and July, 1971.

Sister Mary Jude Meyer, O.S.B., R.N., M.S.
Director of School of Nursing

-
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1970 - 1971

PERSONNEL
The Social Service Department consists of Sr. Monica Roy and myself. The
Teacher Coordinator position, provided through the St. Cloud School District,
has been placed under the Director of Social Services for in-hospital guidance.

ACTIVITIES
With the opening of fifty additional beds on the Northwest Wing in November of 1970, a subsequent growth in social work activities occurred.
Instead.
of working with 60 to 70 patients each month, we are now involved with over
100 patients a month.
In addition to providing direct services to patients and patients' families, Social Service participated in many activities:
1. We helped establish and supervised the new Teacher Coordinator position in cooperation with the St. Cloud School District.
.Mrs. Peggy
Krushke, the Teacher Coordinator, provided educational services to
over 50 children at the Saint Cloud Hospital durjrg the 1970-71 school

.

year.
Special group sessions with patients and patients' spouses were initiEssentially, we offer six sessions for couples who
ated on 2 West.
can invest themselves in a group learning situation.
Usually, we
have four to seven patients and spouses involved in this group experience.

Social Services assisted in developing the rationale for an Alcoholic
Treatment Unit.
4.

The department participated in several educational workshops concerning a variety of topics, e.g., drugs, alcoholism, psychosocial aspects

of chronic heart problems, marriage communication problems, and depression.
We spoke before different groups ranging from the Central
Minnesota Counseling Association to the Foley Knights of Columbus.
5. Perhaps the highlight of the hear was Dr. Hommel's visit to St. Cloud.
Over 1300 people heard his comments; there was considerable positive
During Dr. Hommel's sessions at
feedback regarding his appearance.
the hospital, over 15 agencies had representatives in attendance.
SUMMARY

The Social Service Department hopes to continue its involvement on the Rehabilitation Unit and provide increased services to the A & C Unit. Also, the
outpatient Rehabilitation Evaluation Clinic may demand more of the department's
time.
All in all, it has been a good year and we are enthusiastic about the
future of Social Service at the Saint C1ou4_,Hgspital.
*0'
hael C. Becker, MSW
Director, Social Services
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Last year was a very fruitful year for this department.
things wre accomplished:

Many concrete

1. Anesthesia Department study was done to improve the utilization and
scheduling techniques, and specific recommendations were made.
2. Employee attitude survey data were analyzed.
3. A survey on the feasibility of beautician service in the hospital was
done to help with the decision on whdher or not it should be provided.
This will save the hospital
4. Nursing service messenger was eliminated.
approximately $7,650 a year but adds about 11/2 hours a day to Administrative Pool time.
5. A meeting on color coding the various departments for visitors and emAt present the Rehabilitation Center and the cafeployees was held.
In the future this will be done for other deteria are color coded.
partments.
6. Central Service dummy elevator study was done and some recommendations
were made to improve - utilization.
7. A chart of the hours departments are open was made and personnel were
This imasked to send pneumatic tubes only during the regular hours.
proved considerably the operation of the pneumatic tube system.
8. The study on disposable and reusable dinnerware indicated that the latter is less costly and therefore Dietary will install a new dishwasher.
9. Distribution of water to patients was studied and a new system was
proposed which Nursing Service is trying on two floors.
10. Several departments started using data from the Hospital Administration
Service; monthly report, among them O.R., C.S., Engineering, Housekeep ing, Laundry, Laboratory and X-ray.
11. Following a study of Inhalation Therapy activities, productivity of the
department was virtually doubled.
12. Nursing Service quality and quantity control leports were introduced
and a new form for their monthly report is being designed.
13. A complete staffing study was done on 6 South and 6 North.
savings of approximately $34,000 a year.

We expect

14. An efficient Holy Communion distribution system for hospital patients
was designed and is working well.
15. The dietary tray line study was finished and productivity of the trayline was increased more than 40%.
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16. Nursing Service secretarial work was studied and a way was found to reduce it 8 hours a week. These hours were then available for other
clerical tasks.
17. Physical Therapy secretarial work study was also done and subsequently
it was reduced 3 hours each weekday.
18. Sick leave control charts were designed to provide a tool to control
sick leave.
19..A study of surgical schedules vas done and recommendations were made to
enable relatives to see every patient before he goes to surgery.
20. A preliminary survey of procedures in the Wage and Benefits Department
was done and one position in that department was eliminated.
21. The Suggestion Box for employees was revived successfully in September,
To the end of July, 1971, 426 suggestions were received and 59
1970.
awards were given of which 24 were merit and 35 were monetary awards
totaling $727.44. Many intangible benefits wan derived from these
suggestions and tangible benefits amount to approximately $1 000 a year.
,

I attended two seminars,one about suggestion systems and one on short
interval scheduling. We expect to introduce short interval scheduling in
as many departments as Possible.
SUMMARY OF SAVINC;S IN COST AND HOURS
1. Nursing Service Messenger . . . • • •
•
•
2. Personnel on 6 North and 6 South
3. Suggestion system

Total

$ 7,500
34,000
1,000
$41,500

a
a
a
a

year
year
Year
year

4. Productivity of anesthetists was increased approximately. 20%.
5. Inhalation therapy productivity was virtually doubled.
6. Dietary Tray line productivity increased about 40%.
7. Nursing Service secretarial .work reduced 416 hours a year.
8. Physical Therapy secretarial work was reduced 1,248 hours a year.
9. One full-time position was eliminated in the Wage and Benefits
Department.

L
Arvind Salvekar
Systems Design Engineer

•
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Sincere thanks to each one of our devoted volunteers who have been
kind and generous in contributing so many hours of service to our volunteer
program at the Saint Cloud Hospital. It - has been a meaningful year with much
being . aanmplished in the way of new service areas being opened to volunteers.
Auxiliary membership is 233 with 116 inservice active members donating
11,335 hours. Patroness membership is 82. In addition to inservice work,
Mrs. Pearl O'Link, puppet chairman, reports 2,021 puppets were made by Auxiliary members and mission groups for Pediatrics.
Approximately 3,600 tray favors were made by auxilians for patient trays
on eight holidays, Miss Delores Ahles, chairman, reported.
The annual holiday sale of fruit cakes was held; total sales amounted to
$1,661.25. Mrs. Birdie Hall and Mrs: Harriet Belanger were co-chairmen.

New areas opened for volunteers are the Recreational Therapy Department
in the Rehabilitation Unit, Occupational Therapy and Mental Health Unit.. Male .
volunteers are supplementing the staff in these areas, along with - college
students who show an interest in the Health Career field.
Awards were presented to Auxiliary members Monday, May 17, by Mr. Bakke
who expressed appreciation for the hours donated. Mrs. Richard Kline presented the hospital with a check for $4,000.00 as part of the Auxiliary pledge to
the building fund.
.

Mrs. Rosalie Timmers was presented with a 5,000 hour award for the many
hours she gave as the first Director of the Candy Striper program, organizing
the group in 1961 here at the Saint Cloud Hospital.
A gift certificate was presented to Mrs. Agnes Moeglein for secretarial
services rendered to the Auxiliary.

CANDY STRIPER PROGRAM
Also a special thanks to our devoted teen-agers, the Candy Stripers, for
the many hours the girls have given to make the patients' stay more pleasurable. An average of 115 Candy Stripers donated 15,282 hours to various departments throughout the year 1970-1971.
A capping ceremony and reception wee held at the Saint Cloud Hospital
Monday, January 25, at which time Mrs. Connie Moline, Director of Nursing
Service, presented 30 girls with caps for 50 hours of service.
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Awards were again presented by Mr. Bakke, Executive Vice President; on
June 15, 1971, when 81 Candy Stripers were honored with their parents as
guests. Mrs. Bernice. Schoenborn, Evening Supervisor, spoke in appreciation
and capped 30 girls.
Our Candy Stripers left us for a day in July to tour Fairview-Southdale
Hospital and Metropolitan Medical Center in Minneapolis.
The meetings held every other month emphasize education, helping the
Candy Striper plan her future by giving her an understanding of the various

types of health careers that a hospital offers.

Mrs. Marie Hoppert
Director of Volunteers

•

•
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Moving to new offices located in the Northwest Wing proved to be
one of the high points of our work during Fiscal 1970-71.

Total Employment The total number of employees increased from 1,062 to
1,259,which is a full-time equivalent of 978.2 employees. This reflects
an increase of 18.5% of full-time-equivalent hours paid. Most of these
additional hours are due to hospital expansion and growth and the offering of new services and treatment programs. Prominently notable among
these programs are the Alcoholism & Chemical Addiction Treatment Service, Rehabilitation Nursing Unit and Extended Care Nursing Unit.

Payroll Total compensation paid through our department amounted to
$6,148,635.42. This figure does not include fringe benefit costs.

Benefits Total cost for the entire benefit program was $557,972.95.

Salaries Our Board of Trustees authorized a general salary increase
for all employees. This action insured our being able to continue to
pay fair and competitive wages to our employees.

David L. Pearce
Wage & Benefits Manager
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JULY Dr. J. Zeleny began a second term as Chief of the Medical Staff.
Mrs. Laddie Kray, R.N., Head Hurse on 5 South, was named outstanding alumna

of the School of Nursing. A 1931 graduate, Mrs. Kray has worked at SCH for
25 years in two stints,the first between 1941 and 1943, and the second from
1948 to the present.
'David Szafranski of the EDP Department attended a 5-day COBOL Programming
Course in. Minneapolis sponsored by the Burroughs Corporation.
AUGUST The all-hospital picnic at Wilson Park was an event of August 8. Food,
games, prizes,awarding of trophies to the softball and bowling teams, music
for dancing and sunshine added up to a hearty "A good time was had by all
The low bid of $1,258,688 for renovation of second, third and fourth floors
of the "old" hospital was accepted by the Board of Trustees.
The W. E. Clemens family and neighbor children raised $167.50 for the new
Pediatrics-Teen unit.
Sister Benora Gaida and Sister Dorine Kapsner of the Sister Visitor Staff
left the hospital foc new assignments in the Bahama Islands.

Kader Majeed attended an American Hospital Association institute on current
trends in plant maintenance held in Chicago from August 9 to 15.
Arvind Salvekar, Systems Design Engineer,went to Boston August 16. to 19 for
a meeting of the National Association of Suggestion Systems.
Leonard Jost attended the AMSCO Professional Seminar .at Hall Memorial Education Center, Erie, Pennsylvania, August 23 to 28.
SEPTEMBER The comprehensive mental health program provided by the Central Minnesota
Mental
Health Center and Saint Cloud Hospital offered a new service: Emer.
gency Psychiatric Phone Service.
The "Beacon Light" had its 20th birthday.
The hospital presented a "Thank you" plaque to officers of the Minnesota
Highway Patrol for the help this group has given patients and doctors over
the years especially through high-speed delivery of blood.
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Father Patrick Riley returned as part-time Chaplain after a year's leave of
absence for clinical pastoral study.
St. Cloud School District 742 appointed a Teacher Coordinator for long-term
school age patients.
Maynard Lommel, Michael Nierenhausen, Emily Jewell and Angela Ebnet of C.S.
attended the Symposium on Operating Room and Central Service Procedures and
Techniques in Grand Forks, North Dakota, September 9 to 11 to hear the latest on Central Service procedures and techniques.
Mrs. E. Turck attended a workshop for emergency room nurses in Chicago from
September 9 to 12 sponsored by the American College of Surgeons.
Gene S. Bakke attended the American Hospital Association Annual Convention
in Houston, Texas, in September. Miss Eileen Stafford also went to Houston
for the concurrent annual meeting of the American Association of Nurse
Anesthetists.
Claude Przybilla attended a workshop on data processing procedures for hospital laboratories conducted during the ASCP Convention in Atlanta.

Sister Mary Schneider attended a 2-day institute in. Duluth on current questions in the medical record-audit-utilization field which was sponsored by
the Minnesota Medical Record Association.
Phyllis Burgmaier went to the Symposium on Cardiovascular Nursing in Nashville September 20 to 23 sponsored by the American College of Cardiology.
Sister Catherine Mosbrucker and Sister Christine Eckart attended the National League for Nursing 1970 Workshop of the Council of Diploma Programs
held in Des Moines, Iowa September 23 to 25.
1970 amendments to lledicare laws were the principal subject of the meeting.
of the Hospital Financial Management Association attended by John Seckinger
and Ron Spanier in Minneapolis on September 24 and 25.
Tom McLaughlin, Ed Tschimperle and Dave Pearce went to Brainerd September
28 to 301br the annual Personnel Conference sponsored by the M.H.A.
William Meiners and William Bridges attended an Occupational Therapy Educa-

tion meeting in Grand. Forks, North Dakota September 23 to 26 to learn about
new material for the student programs at Saint Cloud Hospital.
OCTOBER The new Northwest Wing was dedicated on October 25. Governor Harold LeVander was the principal speaker. The wing features special equipment for
occupational therapy and rehabilitation including a 1,000 gallon Hubbard
tank that cost $11,000. About 1,000 persons toured the building after the
dedication ceremony.
Seven community emergency service units and the hospital tested their resources in a mock disaster drill. Forty Boy and Girl Scouts were the "victims" in a mock car-train accident.
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Personnel Services sponsored an employee attitude survey.
Results published in February showed a definite improvement in attitude compared with
last year.
Mrs. Marie Hoppert and Mrs. Marlene Gambrino attended a meeting of the Volunteer Director Association in Duluth October 2 and 3.
Mrs. Annette M. Stowe, ADL nurse, went to Grand Forks for a three-week refresher course in rehabilitation philosophy at the University of North Dakota Medical Center Rehabilitation Hospital.
The annual meeting of the Minnesota Society of Radiological Technologists
convened in Minneapolis October 2 to 4. Tom Nahan, Mary Pikus, Shirley Inderriden and Carole Miller were among the attendees.
Sister Mary Jude Meyer represented the School of Nursing at the. Minnesota
Nurses Association Convention is Rochester October 18 to 21.
Jeanette Dahl attended a three-day refresher course for occupational thera- .
pists at the Kenny Rehabilitation Institute in Minneapolis October 27 to 29.
There were sessions on hemiplegia, adaptive equipment, facilitation, geri-

atrics and pediatrics.
Wayne Lauerman flew to Washington, D.C., for the annual institute of the

Americal Guild of Credit Managers October 28 to 30.
NOVEMBER The Extended Care Facility opened November 16 with five patients.
Sister Mary Schneider went to Colorado Springs for the Annual Meeting and
Exhibit of the American Medical Record Association.

Radioisotopes was the subject of the technician orientation course at the
U. of Wisconsin in which Daniel Boom was enrolled.
Arthur Hoffarth spent November 2 and 3 at the Upper Midwest Hospital Purchasing Association meeting at the Quadna Mountain Lodge in Hill City on
improvement of communication between Purchasing and other departments and'

participative decision making.
Mrs. Martha Smith, Mrs. Marilyn Anfenson and Jane Krysto,ek went to Toronto
November 4 to 6 for a workshop on "Recreation and the Hospitalized Child."
Dave Pearce attended a meeting on the functions and responsibilities of the
occupational health nurse at the AMA Management Center in Chicago Nov. 9-11.
Dormine Tomczik went to the University of Iowa November 11 to 13 for a workshop on "Nursing Care of the Diabetic Patient" to improve her knowledge and
teaching of patients with diabetics.
Sister Mary Jude and Mrs. Mary Bisenius attended the A.H.A. Assembly of
Hospital Schools of Nursing in Chicago November 11 to 13.
Father P. Riley went to Newton, Massachusetts, for the American Association
of Pastoral Counselors and Association . for Clinical Pastoral Education Convention November 12 to 16.
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Dynamics of outpatient day care was the subject of a meeting at St.Barnabas
Hospital, Minneapolis, November 9 to 13. N. Clough, RN, and M. Palmer, RN,
attended.
Carol Schwagel and Peggy Carlson were among
Gail Sergot, Diana Podawiltz,
the LPN's attending the Postgraduate Seminar at the Leamington Hotel, Minneapolis, November 16 and 17 on drug and alcohol abuse.
Mike Becker and Sister Monica Roy attended a Crisis Intervention in Medical
Settings Meeting at the University of Minnesota November 22 to 24.
Gene S.Bakke attended the Seminar on Health Affairs in Litchfield, Arizona,
November 29 to December 2.
DECEMBER Dr.• J.P. McDowell retired and Dr. R.Thienes was named Stearns County Coroner.
The hospital announced a series of six monthly health forums that would begin
in January and feature nationally prominent persons in the health field.
Dr. R. T. Petersen was elected Chief of the Saint Cloud Hospital Medical
Staff to complete the unexpired term of Dr. Zeleny who resigned. •

An interview with State Senator Keith Hughes on abortion and how it relates
to the next session of the Minnesota Legislature appeared in the "Beacon
Light."
Jerry P. Weyrens, member of the Board of Trustees, attended a Conference on
Effective Board Operation held in New Orleans December 13 to 16. The conference was sponsored by the St. Louis University Center for Hospital Continuing Education.
James Lange went to Detroit for a Data Management Training Program December 13 to 18.

JANUARY Sister Paul and Arvind Salvekar attended the Management Engineer Seminar in
Minneapolis on January 6 and 7. The objective of the seminar, sponsored by
Community Systems Foundation, was to evaluate this type of study and the
engineering process as applied to the operating room and nursing service.
Ray E. Brown, Executive Vice President of Northwestern University Medical
Center, Evanston, who is considered by many the nation's leading hospital
administrator, was the first Health Forum speaker.
Thirty Candy Striper caps, testimony that their owners served as volunteers
for at least 50 hours, were presented on January 26.
The Spiritual Care and Social Service Departments sponsored an all-day seminzr on human behavior on January 18. Dr. Steven R. Homel, nationally known
pediatrician and consultant in health education spoke to capacity audiences
at the hospital and at Apollo High School at night.
Sister Christine Eckart and Mrs. Mary Bisenius attended a meeting on "Use
of Educational Media in Teaching Nursing" at the University of Iowa January
24 to 28.
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Jerry Carlson, Speech Therapist, went to Kenny Rehabilitation Institute for
a workshop on the Porch Index of Communicative Ability January 20 to 23.
Annette Stowe returned to the University of. North Dakota for a Rehab Nursing Course January 23 and 24. The program, sponsored by the North Dakota
Regional Medical Program, was a review of the Rehab Refresher Course taken
earlier.
FEBRUARY Sister Mary Maurita, Executive Secretary of the Catholic Hospital Association spoke at the second Health Forum on February 8 on "The Role of the
Catholic Hospital."
Saint Cloud Hospital agreed to provide management services for the Albany
Community Hospital.
Tom McLaughlin, Director of Personnel Services Division, was appointed Director of the new Rehabilitative Services Division effective February 1.
Plans for an alcoholic treatment program at the hospital were well on the
way to realization.
The new auditorium and three meeting rooms were named for the first administrator, the Bishop of the Diocese when the hospital opened in 1928 and the
first priest in this area. A room that is part of the final renovation
plans will be named for the physician who started the first hospital in the
community before the turn of the century. They are (Sister Julitta) Hoppe
Auditorium, (Bishop Joseph) Busch Room, (Father Francis Xavier) Pierz Room
and (Dr. Alexander) Ramsey Room.
95, the oldest member of the Order of St.
Sister Julitta Hoppe, O.S.B.
Benedict at St. Joseph at the time of her death, the first administrator of
Saint Cloud Hospital, died at St. Benedict's Infirmary on February 26.
Drs. John Kelly, Charles Brigham, Robert Petersen and Louis Wittrock were
honored at the Trustees' banquet for the Medical Staff for completing 25
years of practice at Saint Cloud Hospital.
Because of the large amount of new mechanical equipment in the northwest
wing,LeRoy Martins "went to school again" at the Honeywell Temperature Control Training School February 8 to 12.
Members of the Pharmacy Department attended the Pharmacy Television-Lecture
Series at the St. Cloud V.A. Hospital in February and March. GI. tract disorders, prognosis with and without treatment and rational drug therapy were
some of the subjects.
Betty Bowman, R.N., and Maureen Pyon, R.N., traveled to Minneapolis for a
2-day meeting on "The Nurses' Role in Developmental Assessment."
Division heads and some department heads were students at the Executive
Seminar on Systems Analysis at St. Gabriel's Hospital February 16 and 17.
Mrs. Mary Bisenius, Sister Mary Jude and Sister Christine Eckart went to
the meeting sponsored by the Minnesota League for Nursing on "Rx: Health
Care Seivices" in Edina February 25 to 27.
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MARCH The "Menu-Matic" tabulating device and new patient menu forms were instalbd
for speed and efficiency in totaling patient's dietary needs.
Dr. Richard S. Wilbur, Deputy Executive Vice President of the American Medical Association, spoke on "The Role of the Practicing Physician and Organized Medicine" at the third Health Forum on March 1. According to Dr. Wilbur the greatest health care problem today is lack of access to care.
Retired men of the area were invited to participate in a new Volunteer program.

The hospital received one of twospecial accident prevention awards .gLven
this year by the Minneapolis District of the St. Paul Insurance Companies.
The only other safety award given by the'company this year went to an industrial firm in northern Minnesota.
There was a general 25%to 50% increase in cafeteria prices March 29.
Improvements in the hospital's pension plan received Internal Revenue Service approval. The changes were effective July 1, 1970.

Sister Colleen attended an Orientation Seminar for Executive Management of
New Building Projects given by the American Management Association at its
Center in Chicago March 8 to 11.
Donna Roering was appointed Assistant Administrator of the Albany Community
Hospital.
The American Speech and Hearing Association accredited the speech pathology
program here.
Spring classes for expectant parents began April 19.
Chaplain R. Tetzloff went west to the American Protestant Hospital Convention held in Denver March 14 to 18.
Ed Tschimperle attended the Leaders Conference, AMA Supervisory Management
Course, at the AMA headquarters, New York March 14 to 19 in preparation for
giving the AMA Supervisory Management Course to supervisors here.
March 14 to 18 Sister Mary Ellen Machtemes participated in the American
College of Surgeons Joint Meeting with O.R. Nurses in New Orleans.

Rosemary Marx went to Erie, Pa., for an American Sterilizer Company Institute entitled "AMSCO Educational Seminar on Operating Room Service" March
21 to 26.
OD

Sister Madonna Kuebelbeck and Mike Becker spent a week in Washington, D.C.,
at the American Orthopsychiatric Association Annual Conference.
Eileen Stafford and Mrs. Jude Shorter were part of the Assembly of School
Directors and Instructors sponsored by the AAMA in Chicago.
Tom McLaughlin was at the University of Michigan March 21 to 26 reviewing
new concepts of management at an institute called "New Frontiers of Management."
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Mother Henrita Osendorf, Sister Mary Patrick Murray and Gene Bakke attended
the Catholic Health Service Leadership Program in Minneapolis March 29-30.
APRIL Fifty-six freshman nurses received cape, cap and candle on April 25.
March 28 to April 3 was proclaimed "Student Nurse Week" by St. Cloud Mayor
Alcuin Loehr.
Dr. Donald C.Harrington, California obstetrician and gynecologist and Medical Director for the SanJoaquin Foundation for Medical Care, spoke at the
fourth Health Forum.
The St. Cloud area Zonta Club donated a multi-listening center to the
School of Nursing.

Chief Pharmacist Larry Olsen announced that none of the contaminated Abbott
Laboratory intravenous fluids that the Food and Drug Administration warned
against in March were used at Saint Cloud Hospital.
Jacqueline. Pattock and Kathryn Block attended the Institute for Nurse Anesthetists at the HoBiday Inn Central in Minneapolis from March 31 to April 2.
The institute presented new concepts. in anesthesia.
Sister Mary Jude and Ruth Lewis of the School of Nursing attended Pre-View
Films at the University of Minnesota Audiovisual Extension Services to select good teaching films for the integrated science classes..
Jacqueline Brezinski went to Iowa City for a Radioisotope Orientation Course
April 13 to 16.
Sally Grabuski attended Part I of the AMA Supervisory Management Course in
Chicago April 18 to 24.
Donna Thompson, Darlene Nieters and-Ruth Steele attended the Ward Clerk
Convention at St. Luke's Hospital, Fargo, April 21 to 23. The goal of the
convention was review of the duties of ward clerks, methods of hiring and
orientation, legal aspects and terminology.
MAY Orientation to the Packaged Disaster Hospital was conducted May 11 and 12.
1200 checks for one payroll period was a new record for the hospital.
The Finance Department announced .that the average daily cost per patient
for the first quarter of 1971 was $86.
Paul Kurtz, psychologist, teacher and Methodist minister, was appointed
Director of the Alcoholism-Chemical Addiction Unit scheduled to open in.. July.
Eighty-four service awards were presented to St. Cloud Hospital employees
for five to thirty years of service.
Chairman David Pflipsen and his committee provided a full week of activities for the annual National Hospital Week, May 9 to 15.
Forty-eight students graduated from the School of Nursing.
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Dr. Paul Ellwood, Executive Director of the American Rehabilitation Founda-

tion in Minneapolis, spoke at the fifth Health Forum on "The Role of Health
Maintenance Organizations."
Pediatrics moved into its bright new home on 4 North on May 6.
Volunteers were honored on May 17 for more than 20,000 hours of service.
Also during this program the Auxiliary gave the hospital $4,000 for the

construction fund.
The last of the original coal-burning boilers, installed in 1927, was removed the week of May 9 to make space for a new gas-oil boiler.
Sister Mary Jude attended the National League for Nursing Convention May 8
to 12 in Dallas. The meeting explored new developments in nursing and nurs-

ing eduCation.
Harold Affeldt attended the. North Dakota State Radiologic Technologist meeting in Fargo May 15 and 16.
Jean Laudenbach and Jeanette Dahl attended a Seminar on Alcohol and Drug
Addiction at the Holiday Inn Motel, Bismarck, North Dakota, . May 9 to 11 to
seek guidance on the use of occupational therapy as part of the treatment
program on the Alcohol and Chemical Addiction Unit here.
Mrs. Mary Jane Schoffman was among those present at the 4thAnnual Conference and Annual Meeting of the American Society of Hospital Food Service
Administration in Deaver May 19 to 22..
Chaplain Tetzloff attended the Minnesota State Pastoral Conference held in
Brainerd May 24 to 26.
Sister Generose, Mary Jane Schoffman, Ellen Hansen, Donna Strack and Jerome
Knuesel were spectators-shoppers at the vast National Restaurant Show at
The show gave them a
McCormick Place in Chicago, Illinois, May 23 to 26.
chance to inspect modern dietary equipment and choose what they want for
the new dietary department.
JUNE Renovation on 1 North and 7th floor started. Project cost is $134,145.
Sister Giovanni Bieniek,
The Board of Trustees elected three new members:
O.S.B. ; Sister Luke Hoschette, O.S.B. ; and Dr. Stanley Idzerda. They
replace Sister Mary Patrick Murray, O.S.B. ; Sister Clyde Pavelski, O.S.B. ;
and Mr. B. Howard Flanagan.
Dr. Thomas H. Ainsworth, Jr. spoke on the "Role of Ameriplan" at the sixth
Health Forum on Monday, June 7.
Occupational Therapy opened a student affiliation program.
A group of St. Cloud State College students gave $200 to the Rehabilitation
Center.
Increases in rates for room and care and for three ancillary services were
announced. The Board approved a record $12,550,000 operating budget for
1971-72.
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Sisters Enid Smith and Clyde Pavelski, Trustees; Father John McManus, Chaplain; Sister Paul, Director of Nursing Division; and Sister Colleen, Director of General Services Division; were in the crowd at the Catholic Hospital Association Convention in Atlantic City, New Jersey, June 6 to 12.

•

In preparation for the opening of the A & C Unit Chaplain Tetzloff attended
the University of Utah School on Alcoholism June 13 to 18 for advanced work
in the field of alcoholism and drug dependence therapy.
Harry J. Knevel attended a Conference on Health Records in Washington, D.C.
from June 15 to 17.
-Kay Smidt visited St. Mary's Hospital in Minneapolis June 7 to 11 to ob-

serve the treatment program and get ideas for the Alcoholism Unit here.

The Laboratory was again awarded a certificate of accreditation by the College of American Pathologists.
Awards were presented to 115 Candy Stripers by Gene Bakke on June 22.
Dr. J. W. Smith succeeded to the office of Chief of the Medical Staff. Dr.
Paul T. Moran was elected Chief of Staff-elect.
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November 16, 1970 to June 30, 1971

DISCHARGE. ANALYSIS

AGES OF PATIENTS
40 - 50
51 - 60
61 - 70
70+

3
11
27
87

Service

Medicine
Surgery
Gynecology
Urology
Orthopedics
Dermatology
Neurology

Patients Deaths
6
77
18
1
1
3
8

Auto.sies
1

Cons.
3
2
2
1

22

1
4
1

Psychiatry

1

14-

1
9
Average stay: 21 days

Total

From: St. Cloud 47
86
Other

60
Male
Female 73

8

72
Catholic
Protestant 59
2
Other

OCCUPANCY
Patients transferred from general hospital
Other admissions

141
8
149

15
Transfers to general hospital
9
Deaths
134
110
.
Other patients discharged
1971
..
15
Patients in Extended Care Facility June 30,

3158
14
56%
21 days
25

Net patient days
Average daily census
% of occupancy
Average stay
Bed complement

_8

Days
Stay
1523
312
24
118
58L
81
189
8
28'.41
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30, 1971
Gene Bakke Executive Vice President
Sister Paul Revier
Director of Nursing Services
Harry Knevel
Director of Professional Services

Lt.

Mrs. Agnes Moeglein
EXecutive Secretary
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Sister Bernadine Ballmann
Housekeeping
Claude Przybilla, M.T. (ASCP)

Laboratory
Sister Colleen Haggerty
Director of General Services
Director of
Thomas McLaughlin
Personnel & Rehabilitation Services
John Seckinger
Director of Fiscal Services

Sister Quidella Kollman

Laundry
Legal Counsel

Kevin Hughes

Sister Mary Schneider, R.R.L.
Medical Records
Mrs. Constance Moline, R.N.
Nursing Service

DEPARTMENT HEADS
Ronald C. Spanier

Accounting

Sister Mary Ellen Machtemes, R.N.
Operating Room

Si s ter Rita Budig

Admissions

Lawrence Olson, 11,111.

Eileen Stafford, CNA

Anesthesia

Mrs. Marion Becker, R.P.T.
Physical Therapy

Sexton, Hartmann, McMahon Co.
Auditors

Sanford Wens trom

Pharmacy

Public Relations

Wayne Lauermann

Business Office

Arthur Hoffarth

Purchasing

Maynard D. Lommel

Central Service

Harold Affeldt

Radiology

Earl E. Pederson

Paul S. Kurtz

Rehabilitation.

Alcohol-Chemical Addiction Unit

Edward Tschimperle
Continuing Education
Terence Heinen

Data Processing

Mrs. Mary Schoffman, R.D.
Mrs. Mary Sisk

Dietary

Electrocardiography

Mrs. Marcia Lee
Electroencephalography
Mrs. Pauline Page

Employment

Sister Mary Jude Meyer, R.N.
School of Nursing
Michael C. Becker

Social Service

Gerald A. Carlson Speech Pathology

Father John McManus, O.M.I.
Spiritual Care
Arvind Salvekar
Mrs. Marie Hoppert

David L. Pearce
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Systems Design
Volunteers
Wage and Benefits
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